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ABSTRACT 

Built in 1880, George Pullman's railroad car 

manufacturing town was intended to be a model of industrial 

order. This Gilded Age capitalist's ideal image of working 

class women is reflected in the publicly prescribed place 

for women in the community and the company's provisions for 

female employment in the shops. Pullman wanted women to 

establish the town's domestic tranquility by cultivating a 

middle class environment, which he believed was a key to 

keeping the working class content. Throughout the course of 

the idealized communitarian experiment, however, Pullman's 

policies and prescriptions changed to meet the needs of 

working class families who depended on the wages of women. 

This paper will study the ideologies and realities surround

ing women in nineteenth century Pullman. 

v 



CHAPTER ONE 

"NEGLECTED WOMEN: 

AN INTRODUCTION TO SOURCES FOR THE STUDY OF WOMEN IN 

NINETEENTH CENTURY PULLMAN" 

In 1888, Charles Dudley Warner, Mark Twain's co

author on The Gilded Age, wrote an article about Chicago for 

the June edition of Harper's Monthly. In wrapping up the 

piece, he wrote, "I cannot leave Chicago without a word 

concerning the town of Pullman . . .m1 Warner was not 

alone. The model town of Pullman was practically an obliga

tory topic for chroniclers of the social progress of the 

late nineteenth century. From the time the first brick was 

laid in 1880, throughout the decade and into the nineties, 

George M. Pullman's railroad car manufacturing community 

fifteen miles south of Chicago was a town in a fishbowl. 

Almost every aspect of the story of this experiment in 

community planning and industrial organization seemed over-

told. "They have eulogized the sewers, glowed over the 

arterial drainage, apostrophized the red brick domes, and 

turned metaphors on the big engines on the carworks," wrote 

1 Warner, Charles Dudley, "Chicago," Harper1s 
Monthly. Vol. LXXVII, (June, 1888), p. 126. 

1 
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a reporter for the Chicago Tribune in 1888, "but they have 

had little to say of the people of Pullman."2 

Most visitors to the town of Pullman never had an 

opportunity to talk with any of the residents. The company 

officials that led the tours saw to that. Those writers who 

broke away from the tour, or stayed a few days to gather 

their observations, were still frustrated in their attempts 

to uncover the feelings of those who lived in the town. 

"The men believe they are watched by the 'company's spot

ters, ' and to let one of them know that information was 

desired about Pullman for publication was to close his lips 

to the honest expression of opinion." Such was the experi

ence of Richard T. Ely, who wrote the first widely read 

social study of the experiment for Harper's Monthly in 1885. 

He noted, however, without elaborating, that "The women were 

inclined to be more outspoken."3 

Many of the women in the Pullman town experiment had 

plenty of cause to grumble, but very few of the journalists, 

contemporary social critics or historians who subsequently 

wrote about the town found very much if anything to say 

about them. Presumably, they did not look for anything to 

say. The Pullman experiment poses some compelling issues 

2 "The City of Pullman," Chicago Tribune. September 
17, 1888, p. 1. 

3 Ely, Richard T., "Pullman: A Social Study," 
Harper's Monthly. Vol. LXX, (March, 1885), p. 464. 
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regarding women's "place" in nineteenth century industrial 

society. Although the sources so far uncovered for the 

study of women in Pullman are not exactly what I would call 

abundant, those that I have been able to find are sufficient 

to profile many of those issues. 

Simply characterized, the town of Pullman was to be 

the materialization of George Pullman's vision of industrial 

order, with everything and everybody in its proper place, 

functioning in a proper manner to insure the smooth and 

efficient operation of his enterprise. The town experiment 

was based on the embodiment of business principles Pullman 

had learned while operating ornately decorated sleeping cars 

during the 1870's. He believed he had found a surefire way 

of modifying people's behavior and attitudes by enhancing 

their physical surroundings. "Take the roughest man," 

Pullman theorized retrospectively, "a man whose lines have 

always brought him into the coarsest and poorest surround

ings, and bring him into a room elegantly carpeted and 

furnished and the effect upon his bearing is immediate."4 

In building his town with attention to high aesthetic and 

sanitary standards, and prohibiting certain baneful influ

ences such as the presence of saloons or brothels, he hoped 

to effect the creation of a community of working class 

4 Pullman Journal. Vol. IV, No. 6 (January 14, 
1893), p. 3. 
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residents whose attitudes and manifest behavior would be 

exemplary from his - the employer's - point of view. Pub

licly anticipating these resultant characteristics, Pullman 

defined what he believed men's and women's proper place and 

behavior ought to be in an "ideal" industrial society. 

One of the goals of this study is to identify Pull

man's ideals about working class women's proper place. 

Gerda Lerner, in a highly influential historiographical 

article on women's history, offered some useful guidelines 

for the interpretation of idealized prescription. She 

cautioned historians away from drawing conclusions about 

women's true status based entirely on this type of source 

and urged them to set idealization against an analysis of 

factors that define women's actual condition.5 The con

trast between Pullman's evolving ideology and the realities 

of women's condition in his town provides an intriguing 

glimpse of one capitalist's changing value system regarding 

the roles of women in industrial society. 

Identifying the idealization does not present any 

great problems. Pullman made public his expectations of the 

effects of the experiment through the office of Duane Doty. 

In effect, Doty was the company's public relations man, in 

charge of guiding visitors through the town and generally 

5 Lerner, Gerda, "Placing Women in History: A 1975 
Perspective," Feminist Studies. Vol. Ill, No. 1-2, (Fall, 
1975), p. 7. 
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cultivating public opinion. Almost every journalistic 

account of the community in some way reflects Doty's care

fully articulated company line. Although the primary empha

sis of these reports was the experiment's effect on the 

industriousness of the working men of the town, a composite 

survey of the interpolative remarks on women in this early 

literature will reveal a part of the company's expectations 

for the female portion of its population. Another, and more 

intriguing source for the exposition of Pullman's ideals 

regarding women's place and behavior, is the Arcade 

Journal.6 A weekly company organ edited by Doty, the 

Journal's first twenty-seven issues (November 30, 1889, to 

May 24, 1890) included a column "For the Ladies." This 

column presented the images of womanhood that Doty hoped to 

disseminate throughout the town and can be interpreted as 

the company's attempt at gender role indoctrination. 

Finding the contrasting reality of the town's work

ing class women's condition is not so simple. In spite of 

Ely's comment that the women were inclined to be outspoken, 

the company guided contemporary journalistic appraisals 

offer very little insight. The published historical record 

is disappointingly void of any consideration of women's 

6 The Arcade Journal. Vols. 1-3, (Nov., 1889 -
April, 1892) are held by the Chicago Public Library, Special 
Collections Division. 
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condition, ideological or realistic.7 For this line of 

inquiry only primary sources will be satisfying. 

The Pullman Palace Car Company payroll records are 

the most revealing source for statistical questions regard

ing women's paid work opportunities in the town, but their 

information is limited to women who worked for the company.8 

There were other opportunities for wage work in Pullman, 

mostly in what would be considered the secondary or suppor

tive sector of the economy. The Hvde Park Citv Directories, 

which included the town of Pullman, contained business 

listings. Furthermore, the entries in the Directories' 

residential sections usually provided occupational 

7 The nineteenth century Pullman town experiment has 
had definitive treatment from two historical perspectives. 
Almont Lindsey, The Pullman Strike. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1942), was a study of the ramifications of 
the nation wide boycott of Pullman cars by the American 
Railway Union, that began with a strike of Pullman employees 
in the town. Stanley Buder, Pullman: An Experiment in 
Industrial Order and Community Planning. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1967), looked at the town from the 
perspective of urban history, focusing on Pullman's 
motivations and hopes for the community in light of its 
eventual failure. Neither of these studies included 
considerations of the women of the town. 

Work is currently underway on women in twentieth 
century Pullman by Susan Hirsch and Janice Reiff. A 
methodological precis of their mammoth study appeared in 
their article, "Reconstructing Work Histories by Computer: 
The Pullman Shop Workers, 1890 - 1967," Historical Methods. 
Volume 15, No. 3, (Summer, 1982), pp. 139-141. 

8 The Pullman Palace Car Company's payroll records 
are held by the Newberry Library, Special Collections 
Division, Chicago, Illinois. Hereafter, these records will 
be referred to as "PPCC Payrolls." 
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information. The "Local Items" column in the Arcade Journal 

can also be helpful; occasionally including "help wanted" 

ads and notifications of the subsequent employment of clerks 

and cashiers in the market shops of the town. 

The process of the labor performed by women who 

worked for the company in the car shops is detailed in a 

book, The Town of Pullman, ostensibly written by Duane 

Doty's wife, Margarite, in 1893.9 Accurate in its descrip

tions of the tasks and the machinery used in women's jobs, 

this book idealized the conditions of their work and repre

sents what one might have expected to hear on one of Doty's 

tours through the town. Working women's own descriptions of 

the conditions under which they toiled in the shops do not 

appear until 1894, when the strike stripped away their 

apprehensions about openly complaining. They got their 

chance to complain before the commission appointed by the 

U.S. Senate to investigate the sources of the strike. The 

Strike Commission heard testimony about life and work in the 

9 Doty, Mrs. Duane, The Town of Pullman; Its Growth 
With Brief Accounts of its Industries. (Pullman: T.P. 
Strusacker, publisher, 1893). This book was printed for 
distribution at the Pullman exhibit at the Chicago Columbian 
Exposition in 1893. Although it was credited to Margarite 
Doty, this book was undoubtedly the work of Duane. In the 
section on vocational training he slips: "The writer has had 
unusual opportunity for observing the methods of work in 
modern factories, and he is convinced that many more boys 
could be profitably employed in them." p. 185. 
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company's town from a dozen employees, including three 

women.10 

A great deal of the company's expectations for women 

focused on their roles as wives and mothers. Unfortunately, 

the personal primary sources that might allow historians a 

look into the reality of women's domestic condition are most 

elusive. Much of the town of Pullman still stands as a 

neighborhood on Chicago's south side. Some of the current 

residents are descendants of nineteenth century Pullmanites, 

often living in the same houses in which their parents and 

grandparents lived. Although a few women's diaries or 

letters are almost sure to exist in the attics of these old 

homes, none surfaced as a result of my inquiries. 

A domestic portrait of one household in Pullman is 

revealed from conversations I was able to record with Maime 

Stanley. In 1884, Maime was born the second daughter of 

twenty-two year old Annie Moran, the wife of a car painter. 

Maime has lived in Pullman all her life.11 While her 

mother never worked outside the home, both Maime and her 

older sister Nettie worked as laundresses after graduating 

10 United States Strike Commission Report on the 
Chicago Strike of June - July. 1894. Senate Executive 
Document No. 7, 53rd Congress, 3rd Session, (Washington 
D.C., Government Printing Office, 1894). Hereafter this 
document will be referred to as Strike Report. 

11 I interviewed Mrs. Stanley twice - October 14, 
1984, and June 2, 1985 - in her home at Pullman, a block and 
a half from the house in which she was born. 
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from Pullman School. Maime's recollections were reticent 

but lucid, and with her exists a unique vision of life in a 

worker's cottage and work in the corpany's laundry. 

Although most of the women of Pullman shared working 

class socio-economic status, they cannot be considered a 

homogeneous group. The different activities of Maime Moran 

and her mother are an example of the importance family 

status plays in individual women's experiences. A few 

women, by virtue of their husbands' or fathers' position 

with the company or in the town, cannot be considered work

ing class women at all. 

The wives and daughters of the company's officials 

and the town's professionals and merchants formed a female 

elite in Pullman. Many of them were able to employ domestic 

help from the ranks of the working class girls, thus freeing 

themselves for activity in a social sphere. One of these 

activities was the organization and administration of a 

community relief society in the early nineties. The written 

records of this group are an important source for the 

history of women in Pullman.12 Not only do they present 

some of the experiences of these relatively higher class 

12 The Women's Union of Pullman. Minutes of monthly 
meetings, February, 1892 through April, 1897. (Hand
written.) The Women's Union's records are held by The 
Pullman Historic Foundation, Chicago, Illinois. Hereafter, 
this document will be referred to as "Women's Union 
Minutes." 
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women in their own words, their accounts of visitation to 

the needy of Pullman open doors for the historian into 

scores of working class homes. Furthermore, the very 

existence of this organization represents a female initiated 

rebellion against the company's prescription, which frowned 

on charity of any kind. 

This study does not endeavor to reiterate the well-

founded scholarship on the Pullman experiment. Together, 

Almont Lindsey's and Stanley Buder's works provide readers 

an elaborately detailed social study of the town and a 

thorough analysis of the profound ramifications of the 

Pullman Strike of 1894. Both of these studies, however, 

were bound and on the shelves before the momentum of women's 

history had grown to become an unavoidable line of consider

ation in social history. Consequently, studies concerning 

the women of nineteenth century Pullman are missing. 

Since the late 1960's and the last major published 

work on the Pullman model town experiment, women's 

historians have made great strides, launching new lines of 

inquiry, calling up new sources and creating their own 

frameworks for the study of women in the past. The new 

quantifiable sources on women in Pullman (payroll records, 

city directories and the Women's Union records) and the 

unused sources on women's place in ideologically founded 

Pullman (the ladies column in the Arcade Journal) beg for a 

comparative study. The company's policy towards women, its 
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provision for their employment and the images of womanhood 

that Pullman hoped residents would internalize and outside 

observers would find evident will be contrasted with some of 

these women's activities in the home and workplace, which 

were often one and the same. A separate prescription was 

given for the women of Pullman's managerial class. This 

will be analyzed separately and contrasted with one of their 

most visible activities - the organization of a relief 

society. The measurable distance between the company's 

clear prescription for women and their accountable 

activities is a strong example of women's need and ability 

to define their own terms of existence in the face of a male 

authority bent on writing the rules. 



CHAPTER TWO 

"WOMEN'S PLACE: 

INTERNAL PRESCRIPTION AND PUBLIC IMAGE MAKING 

IN THE PULLMAN MODEL TOWN EXPERIMENT" 

At the turn of the century, in an American context, 

the term paternalism was as closely associated with Pullman 

as was the word porter. Without actually defining the term, 

journalists used "paternalism" as the catch-phrase to 

describe the elaborate management system of Pullman's model 

town experiment. A clear definition of paternalism is 

elusive. It was not a theory with a set of maxims or laws. 

It was a social outlook and practice that had evolved in 

Europe by the beginning of the nineteenth century. 

Paternalism existed as a notion, sometimes vague, 

about the benevolent responsibilities of the owners of 

property. Partially a carry-over from the custom of 

Christian almsgiving, paternalism emphasized wealth's duty 

to guide and help the poor. However, it was not purely 

philanthropic. Paternalism was also defined as a carry-over 

from the customs of feudal vassalage. In return for their 

benevolent guidance, the wealthy could expect conscientious 

12 
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service, promptness, politeness and deference from those 

under their superintendency.1 

On the surface, Pullman's manufacturing town 

resembled the European system of outlined duty between 

classes. Contemporary observers and historians compared the 

experiment to the European standards of industrial 

paternalism: the Krupp works in Essen, Germany; Godin's 

"Social Palace" at Guise, France; and Saltaire, Sir Titus 

Salt's textile mill community on the banks of the Aire River 

in England.2 In the fact that Pullman's plan offered an 

attractive alternative to the odious tenement districts of 

Chicago, the model town seemed a truly philanthropic gesture 

worthy of a paternalistic label with its benevolent, 

fatherly connotation. Pullman offered men the promise of 

steady work. He offered his workers and their families 

neatly crafted, sanitary dwellings in which to live. He 

offered their children the opportunity to go to a good 

school and grow up in a clean environment. 

1 Roberts, David, Paternalism in Earlv Victorian 
England. (Rutgers University Press, New Brunswick, New 
Jersey: 1970), pp. 2-5. 

2 Ely, p. 452; Grant, Thomas, "Pullman and Its 
Lessons." American Journal of Politics. Vol. V, (1894), p. 
99; and Lindsey, p. 33, who believed that "Pullman had so 
much in common with the town of Saltaire that it is quite 
likely George Pullman scrutinized the English experiment 
before working out the blueprints of his own model town." 
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George Pullman, however, was not of European soil. 

His was a distinctly American institution, with no clear 

link to a paternalist custom. The basis for his apparently 

benevolent township enterprise was not philanthropy or an 

abstract idea of duty, it was an investment from which he 

expected to receive tangible gains. By eradicating some of 

the sources of working class dissatisfaction, Pullman be

lieved he could provide his business interests protection 

from the upheavals of agitated labor.3 By providing educa

tion to young Pullmanites, he meant to assure himself future 

generations of skilled workers with habits of industry. The 

well publicized prohibition of saloons from the town was not 

the result of a religious abhorrence of the evils of alco

hol—there was a bar in the hotel for the convenience of 

guests and company officials.4 The prohibition was designed 

to alleviate other problems of productivity, such as absen

teeism and shoddy workmanship due to drunkenness on the job. 

Pullman was open and unapolcgetic about his lack of 

philanthropic motive. "I have not contributed fifty cents 

to all that you see here," Pullman told French economist 

Paul de Rousiers in an 1890 interview. "I have never had 

any idea of giving alms to my men, and every dwelling pays 

3 The best analysis of Pullman's motives are in 
Buder, Chapter Three, "George M. Pullman and Social 
Problems," pp. 28-37. 

4 Lindsey, p. 69; Buder, pp. 65-66, 69. 
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the rent it ought to do in order to give the company a 

sufficient revenue for the money sank into the building of 

Pullman city."5 Pullman's testimony before the Senate 

appointed United States Strike Commission seems equally 

matter-of-fact on a broader focus: 

The object in building Pullman was the 
establishment of a great manufacturing business on 
the most substantial basis possible, recog
nizing . . . that the working people are the most 
important element which enters into the successful 
operation of any manufacturing enterprise. We 
decided to build in close proximity to the shops, 
homes for workingmen of such character and 
surrounding as would prove so attractive as to 
cause the best class of mechanics to seek that 
place for employment in preference to others. We 
also desired to establish the place on such a 
basis as would exclude all baneful influences, 
believing that such a policy would result in the 
greatest measure of success . . . from a 
commercial point of view.6 

Economic considerations were at the core of every company 

policy regarding the management of town and shops. In 

departments where books were kept, such as the town agent's 

office, which was in charge of lease arrangements, a minimum 

annual return of six percent on investment was expected.7 

5 de Rousiers, Paul, American Life. (A.J. Herbert-
son, trans., Paris: Firmin-Didot & Co., 1892), pp. 171-183. 
Reprinted in Bessie Louise Pierce, ed., As Others See 
Chicago: Impressions of Visitors. 1673-1933. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1933), p. 267. 

6 Strike Report, p. 529. 

7 Ely, p. 461. The rents for water and gas were 
much higher. Water, which Pullman bought from the Village 
of Hyde Park, returned 120%, while the gas was twice as 
expensive as the Chicago rate. Rev. William H. Carwardine, 
The Pullman Strike. (Chicago: Charles H. Kerr and Company, 
1894), p. 98. 
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In company operations where a balance sheet could not be 

drawn, such as the maintenance of parks and upkeep of ornate 

building exteriors, the effort was calculated to have an 

uplifting effect on the town's residents. Pullman called 

this idea "the commercial value of beauty,"8 which was much 

more than simply the sagacious justification of stylishness. 

Beauty and order, along with profitability, were the con

spicuous cornerstones of every Pullman enterprise. 

The appearance of the town was carefully cultivated 

at the onset of the experiment for strategic purposes. 

Pullman meant to develop a soothing environment for workers 

during their off hours. In Chicago's squalid tenement 

districts workingmen could expect few comforts at the end of 

a grueling day. Living conditions were foul and glutted. 

In 1882, the commissioner of Chicago's Department of Health, 

Dr. Oscar de Wolf, reported that many of the men who fre

quented taverns did not want to go home after work, where 

they had little chance of finding any relaxation or "stand

ing room . . . until the smaller children are packed away in 

the corners after the evening meal."9 Pullman believed 

these conditions caused the working class to be restless. 

Pullman wanted his homes to be attractive oases of calm, 

8 Ely, p. 461; Buder, p. 43. 

9 Chicago Department of Health Report. 1881-1882. 
Quoted in Buder, p. 35. 
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where his workers could find rest and revitalization. He 

provided the structural standards of harmony and contentment 

and expected the residents to incorporate those standards 

into their daily lives. 

Pullman also believed in the utility of 

aestheticism. In addition to its soothing, stabilizing 

effect, the high standards of pulchritude were meant to 

inspire high standards of workmanship. He believed that a 

beautiful and ordered environment had the capacity to refine 

and ennoble its inhabitants. It was a belief in what de 

Rousiers called the "Anglo-Saxon idea, that exterior 

respectability aids true self-respect.1,10 Pullman wanted 

his workers to truly feel that they were the "best class of 

mechanics." If they internalized this belief, they would be 

more valuable to him as laborers. He reinforced this 

feeling by giving them surroundings of uncommonly fine 

character. It was an idea ripe for an age that would later 

be known as "Gilded." 

The refining effect on one's surroundings, the 

essence of the "commercial value of beauty," was an idea 

that ran deeply through the experiment. Pullman's ideas 

were based on what he had recognized as natural laws of 

humanity. Thorstien Veblen recognized these same traits, 

calling them "habits," and gave the phenomenon its best 

10 de Rousiers, p. 266. 
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articulation. The chief need in human beings, according to 

Veblen's Theory of the Leisure Class (1898) is the need to 

respect himself, and "the usual basis of self-respect is the 

respect accorded by one's neighbors. "11 Veblen saw this 

characteristic with a scornful eye. His book mocked the 

extremes to which the very wealthy would go to win the envy 

of one's neighbor. Pullman saw this characteristic with a 

businessman's eye. His plan intended to benefit from it. 

Pullman gave "his workers enviable surroundings. 

There were no bars or brothels. The town had a church, a 

library and a theater that produced only "legitimate drama 

of the purest and most unquestionable character."l2 Pullman 

had provided his workers with all the trimmings of middle-

class respectability. He expected them to live up to the 

environment. Pullman had provided a standard and expected a 

behavioral return. In that fact, his experiment resembled 

the European paternalists. Pullman distanced himself from 

Krupp, Godin and Salt, however, by insisting there was 

nothing benevolent in his motivations. George Pullman's 

overriding goal was to realize profit from the cultivation 

of an environment characterized by aesthetic order, a 

11 Veblen, Thorstein, The Theory of the 
Class. (University of Chicago Press, Chicago: 
Hougton Mifflin Company, Boston: 1973 edition, p. 38. 

Leisure 
1898), 

12 "Arcadian City of Pullman," Agricultural Review, 
(January, 1883), p. 82. 
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consequent social harmony and business stability. His aim 

was to establish a self-selected, regenerating community of 

proud, industrious, sober and contented workers - the ideal 

pool of labor. 

Aside from controlling the macroscopic environmental 

influences, there is no evidence that Pullman made any 

initial plans for controlling his workers' ideas about 

themselves and their duties. He did not believe he would 

have to. For Pullman, the eventual success of the experi

ment was a certainty. If the town's appearances were kept 

up, praise would flow from outside observers. The praise 

would foster pride in residents which would manifest itself 

with habits of personal cleanliness and fortitude. The 

process would build on itself, particularly within the 

children of Pullman workers who would grow up with the 

feeling that they were of the best class of mechanics. To 

get the process rolling, Pullman needed to control the 

town's public image. 

Before he began the community experiment, Pullman 

had not been good press. He rarely granted interviews. In 

the early years of the sleeping car business, Pullman's 

older brother, Albert, joined the company to be a buffer 

between George and the public. The younger Pullman was 

reserved around newspapermen and not much of a public 
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speaker.13 He was a cabinetmaker who had developed an 

imaginative business mind. Pullman regularly left the 

technical aspects of his innovations to those best suited to 

work them out. Almont Lindsey noted that it was Pullman's 

policy to "employ men who possessed the requisite expertness 

and to impart to them with infinite care the ideas that were 

constantly evolving in his mind."14 Pullman imagined the 

profit potential of the conspicuous model town scheme: 

harmony and order for the interest of business. For his 

idea to succeed, he needed to employ an expert imagemaker. 

Albert was still with the company, but this would require 

more than a simple front man. Pullman needed an articulate 

spokesman to define his broad concepts and draw his image of 

social order into focus for others. 

In 1880, Pullman hired Duane Doty as his town agent, 

making him the highest company official in the town without 

a mayor.15 Doty was a distinguished man. He was the type 

of gilded age gentleman who called himself "Colonel", al

though he had only been a junior officer and correspondent 

13 Buder, p. 14 

14 Lindsey, p. 21. 

15 Lindsey, p. 63. Others held the office of Town 
Agent during the course of the experiment, but Doty remained 
the company's spokesman throughout. He remained on the 
company payrolls as a civil engineer long after the 
construction of the town was completed. 
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during the Civil War.16 After the war, Doty worked as the 

editor of the Detroit Free Press, then as the superintendent 

of Detroit's, and later Chicago's, public schools. The 

latter job he held until June of 1880. William Carwardine, 

the pastor of the Methodist Church, described "Col." Doty as 

a charming conversationalist who was "... better acquaint

ed with all the details of the business than any other man 

in the community." In his book written during the troubled 

summer of 1894, Carwardine noted that "all friends visiting 

the town, sent by Mr. Pullman, are taken on their tours of 

inspection by Mr. Doty ... he invariably sends the visitor 

away with the most delightful impressions of the town."17 

The versatile Duane Doty was Pullman's public relations man. 

He was idealistic and he understood the press. In the 

service of his employer, Lindsey concluded, Doty was 

"indispensable . . . and largely responsible for what 

success the experiment enjoyed."18 

Doty pointed out the "refining" aspects of the 

community to visitors and filled their heads with visions 

of the social order that was expected to evolve. In the 

Autumn of 1882, a group of prominent agricultural 

16 Carwardine, p. 19: "Former School Head had 
Varied, Colorful Career," Chicago Principal's Club Reporter. 
(April, 1939), p. 6. 

17 Carwardine, p. 19. 

18 Lindsey, p. 63. 
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• businessmen toured the model town while in Chicago for a 

convention. In January, 1883, the Agricultural Review 

printed an anonymous article about the town and the group's 

visit. The article was filled with facts and figures that 

only Doty could have provided. The statements of 

expectation in the article are presumably like those that 

Doty would have made on the tour: 

The result is that the object in view is 
being surely attained. The interests of the 
employer are being more carefully considered and 
faithfully guarded by competent, sober and indus
trious employees, and at the same time 3,000 
workmen and their families are lifted into posi
tions of comfort and respectability, surrounded by 
pleasant, cheerful homes, free from the danger of 
intemperance and its attendant miseries . . . and 
their children are given advantages of mental 
culture and social improvement, through better and 
more advantageous association than is possible 
under the heterogenous conditions which generally 
prevail among the working classes, as they exist 
in large cities, and where vice and crime dwell 
side by side with, and contaminate industrious 
toilers of honest purpose.19 

In January, 1883, George Pullman invited Stewart 

Woodford, a prominent Republican politician and United 

States attorney from New York, to tour the town and speak at 

the opening of the garish Arcade Theater. A dignitary of 

Woodford's stature would surely have had all of Doty's 

attention while in Pullman. His address reveals more of the 

company's earlier expectation of character improvements the 

19 "Arcadian City of Pullman," Agricultural Review. 
January, 1883, p. 79. 
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experiment was supposed to engender, particularly among the 

town's women. "The dirty tenement and the unwashed and 

uncombed wife and the dirty and unkempt children drive men 

from home to groggery and saloon," Woodford told the audi

ence of elegantly dressed ladies and white-cravated gentle

men. 

"The man, woman and child who is not clean in 
Pullman," he continued, "has literally no 
excuse . . . clean streets will teach people to be 
clean. Beauty and order without will produce neat
ness and comfort within. The teachings of village 
and street will be reflected in the humblest home 
and smallest tenement ... so that the wife and 
child should be happier during the day, and the 
man happier when he comes home at night tired and 
needing rest of eye and heart, as well as body."20 

According to an 1884 report by the commissioners of 

the State Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Pullman has really 

wrought a greater change for the women than for any other 

class of its dwellers." The report stated that women found 

housekeeping easier in Pullman, aided by in-house water and 

garbage outlets.21 There was also a covered arrangement of 

clotheslines set immediately off the back doors of Pullman 

dwellings, enabling the women to "dispose laundried linen 

without facing the weather or treading about in the mud."22 

20 "The Pride of Pullman," Chicago Inter Ocean. 
January 10, 1883. 

21 Report of Commissioners of the State Bureaus of 
Labor Statistics, p. 7. The report acknowledged Doty as 
being the source of much of their material, p. 1. 

22 "Leisure at Pullman," The Sunday Herald. (n.d., 
1892) . 
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A part of the respectability granted these families 

was tied to the observation that very few of the women and 

children in the town worked outside the home. Every early 

account of the experiment was consistent in its definition 

of women's roles in Pullman's social order. The women of 

Pullman were not women of leisure. They had an important 

task to perform. It was women's primary duty to keep up the 

appearances of the home and family. Their domestic labor 

was supposed to have a pacifying effect on the men harried 

by toil and ambition in the workplace. Women's work outside 

the home, however, was not part of Pullman's original 

agenda. He had made provisions for women's domestic duties, 

but not in the industries of the town. 

Keeping with the canons of middle-class 

respectability, the company initially provided few 

opportunities for women to work for a wage outside the home. 

In March, 1885, of the company's nearly three thousand 

employees, only forty-two were women. Of the company's 

sixty-nine job types, only two were open to women. Twenty-

nine women worked as seamstresses in the upholstery 

department and twelve worked as embossers in the glass 

department.23 The company's public position on women's role 

in its social order, the insistence that the women's place 

23 Ely estimated the number to be about 3,000, p. 
453: PPCC Payrolls, (first half of March, 1885). 
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was in the home, began to fade away about this time. Ely's 

study of the town reported that, "Mr. Pullman has also at 

heart numerous plans, the purpose of which is to give 

employment to women and young people."24 By the end of 

1885, the prescription for women had begun to change. This 

change in policy was not the result of a change in Pullman's 

values, it was a reaction to the realization of the economic 

needs of working class families. It was an effort to save 

the experiment. 

The long-term success of the experiment depended on 

the stability of its inhabitants. Pullman wanted workers to 

settle in his town. The uplifting effect of the experiment 

would be most apparent in the next generation of Pullman-

ites. This saddled women with their second primary duty: 

bear children and nurture them in the habits of industry, 

frugality and above all, cleanliness. Pullman believed that 

the environment would be enough to induce in his worker's 

families "a love of locality which would counteract any 

desire for change."25 

By 1885, the town's population had not yet 

stabilized. Ely acknowledged that the community had enjoyed 

steady growth, but noted that: 

24 Ely, p. 465. 

25 DeWolf, Dr. Oscar, The Citv of Pullman. From a 
State of Medical Point of View. Concord, New Hampshire, 
1884. 
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Nobody regards Pullman as a real home, and, 
in fact, it can scarcely be said that there are 
more than temporary residents at Pullman. One 
woman told the writer she had been in Pullman two 
years, and that there were only three families 
among her acquaintances who were there when she 
came. Her reply to the question, 'It is like 
living in a great hotel, is it not?1 was, 'We call 
it camping out.'26 

Ely implied that favoritism and nepotism in the shops were 

the roots of dissatisfaction and residential turnover in the 

community. The company, however, believed that it was the 

prevalence of unmarried men that caused the population to be 

volatile. In a published summary of the censuses the comp

any had taken in the experiment's first five years, Doty 

explained that, "Probably nine-tenths of the first laborers 

and operatives are single, but at the close of the first 

twenty-five years seven-eighths of the operatives will be 

married men."27 

The 1885 enumeration, the printed version of which 

did not contain any information on residents" marital 

status, showed that Pullman's 1,381 households contained 

1,943 women, 3,752 men and 2,906 children under the age of 

sixteen.28 If the company hoped to realize the benefits of 

its efforts in future generations and the stabilizing effect 

26 Ely, p. 463. 

27 "Present Population 8,603" (July 28, 1885), An 
article from the Historic Pullman Foundation Scrapbook. 

28 Ibid; Buder, p. 89. 
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of having employees with family ties, Pullman was going to 

have to narrow the gender imbalance in the population. 

The imbalance was the natural result of the experi

ment's allegiance to the canons of middle class respectabil

ity which stated that wives and daughters should not toil. 

Pullman was filled with working class families facing the 

realities of economic survival. The company paid only 

ordinary wages.29 The ordinary wages of one worker were not 

likely to be enough to sustain a family in Pullman, 

especially after the deduction of rent and utilities.30 

Working class families needed family incomes. They could 

not afford economically idle members. After finishing 

school at the age of fifteen, the young men of Pullman were 

expected to enter the shops and make a contribution to the 

family income. Because the company made so few provisions 

for women's paid work, however, families that depended on 

their daughter's contribution to a family income had little 

chance of surviving in Pullman. 

29 Ely, p. 462. In 1885, the average salary of 
mechanics was $2.50 a day. Some could earn as much as $3 or 
$4 a day. Unskilled workers, of which perhaps one quarter 
of the workforce was comprised, only earned $1.30 a day. 

30 "Pullman to the Front," Chicago Tribune. 

(September 19, 1888) p. 2. "The working men of the shops, 
when they can trust the newspaper men not to publish their 
names in connection with their statements are free to say 
that the rent and kindred charges are exorbitant. They are 
higher, they say, than in the city. They admit that the 
rooms are well appointed . . . but the price is steep." 
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Women did have opportunities for wage work in 

Pullman other than the two shop jobs. The company employed 

fifteen women in the hotel. Their jobs were essentially 

extensions of their domestic chores.31 In 1885, Pullman had 

fourteen boarding houses in the town, and ten were run by 

women.32 They were likely to have been another source of 

paid housekeeping work. Morrow's Millinery Boutique, along 

with other shops in the Arcade and Market Square were sure 

to have had a few jobs for women as clerks. A few girls 

worked as domestic servants, but the percentage of families 

in Pullman that could have afforded domestic help was very 

low. In all, there were probably fewer than 200 

opportunities for women's wage work in this town of 8,603. 

It was a job market that saturated quickly. If a family in 

Pullman needed an income from their daughter after she 

finished school and before she married, it was likely that 

they would have to move or send her to work in nearby 

Chicago. In either case, the gender imbalance was 

perpetuated. In the hope of retaining and perhaps even 

recruiting young women, Pullman made an effort from 1886 to 

1892 to provide them employment on a large scale.33 This 

31 PPCC Payrolls (first half of March, 1885). The 
hotel employed 5 laundresses, 4 chamber maids, 2 scrubwomen, 
2 cooks and 2 kitchen helpers. 

32 Hvde Park Citv Directory. 1885, p. 488. 

33 Buder, p. 78. 
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effort was costly and its dimension in this regard was 

testimony to the importance Pullman placed on gender 

balance. 

Before 1886, the company had employed hundreds of 

women outside the town. At terminal points on railroads 

that ran Pullman sleepers, women were employed as 

laundresses to wash soiled bed linens, tablecloths and 

napkins. In 1885, the company had laundries in Chicago, 

Atlanta, New Orleans, Richmond, California and Wilmington, 

Delaware.34 By moving the Chicago laundry to his model 

town, Pullman could provide steady wage work for over one 

hundred young women. The move would be expensive. The 

company had to build a new facility. They would also have 

to incur additional transportation costs in the running of 

the operation. The linens were collected from six different 

depots in Chicago and brought to Pullman every morning by 

express train.35 

Incurring additional expense in any phase of 

business operations ran contrary to Pullman's profit seeking 

nature. His resolve to counteract the gender imbalance, 

however, was strong enough to get Pullman around this 

economic reservation. In August of 1892, the Pullman 

34 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of March, 1885). 

35 Doty, Mrs. Duane, The Town of Pullman: Its Growth 
With Brief Accounts of its Industries. (Pullman: T.P. 
Strusaker, publisher, 1893), p. 126. 
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laundry opened with seven women and eight men. At the end 

of the year, 106 of the laundry's 146 employees were 

women.36 

Pullman provided other jobs for the women of his 

community without realizing any additional expense. In 

1889, Pullman convinced the owners of the Standard Knitting 

Mills of Elmira, New York, to locate their factory in the 

model town. Throughout the course of the experiment, the 

Standard Mills were the only industry not tied in some way 

to Pullman's railroad or car business. The mills 

specialized in knitting men's socks. In December, 1889, 

Standard advertised their opening in the Arcade Journa1. 

The ad claimed that, "positions for sixty girls were 

immediately available."37 In March, the following year, the 

Journal reported that, "Fifty more girls can find employment 

by applying to the superintendent, Mr. Sherwood, at the 

Standard Knitting Mills."38 

Pullman also found a way to profit minimally from 

the need to provide the women of his community wage work. 

The company feminized two jobs in the town. In June, 1891, 

36 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of August, 1892) and 
(second half of December, 1892). After George Pullman died 
and the "experiment" was disbanded, the board of directors 
of the Pullman Company sent the laundry back to Chicago. 

37 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 5, (December 28, 
1889). 

38 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 16, (March 11, 1890). 
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the dining room in the Hotel Florence was manned by a head 

waiter, who received forty-five dollars a month, and five 

other waiters who were each paid thirty-five dollars a 

month.39 The same month, one year later, the dining room 

was staffed by a head waitress making seventeen dollars a 

month and three other waitresses each making only fifteen 

dollars a month.40 

In 1892, the paint department of the car shops 

employed eleven women to do "finishing work on small 

articles, such as window stops, wine racks, step 

boxes . . ."41 They were paid variable piece rates for 

their work. The highest amount paid any of these female 

painters was $18.70 for a two week period. The least any of 

them received was $12.80. In 1885, only men had been 

employed as painters. The company's payroll records do not 

indicate which of these men were doing finishing work on 

small articles, but the smallest amount any man took home 

from this department in March, 18S5, was $21.15.42 

Pullman's effort to provide steady wage work for 

women had been fruitful. In 1885, the company employed 

39 ppcc Payrolls, (second half of June, 1891). 

40 PPCC Payrolls, (second half of June, 1892). 

41 Doty, Mrs. Duane, p. 150; PPCC Payrolls, (second 
half of June, 1892). 

42 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of March, 1885). 
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fifty-seven women in the town — forty-two in the shops and 

fifteen in the hotel. In 1892, the company's payrolls 

contained the names of 214 women. The number of non-company 

jobs open to women in Pullman had also increased dramatical

ly. The Standard Knitting Mills provided new work opportu

nities for at least 110 women, while they had a capacity for 

employing 200 operatives.43 

Ten years into the experiment, there were women 

working in the industries at Pullman. It was an evident 

feature of the town. The public image that Doty was trying 

to mold had to make allowances for this fact. The company 

wanted experiment observers to find women's work in Pullman 

to be an uplifting experience carried out in the most 

favorable conditions. In 1888, the Chicago Tribune sent an 

anonymous reporter to Pullman to make a progress report on 

the model town. The series of five articles the reporter 

wrung out of the two day visit were filled with Doty•s facts 

and were the first accounts to acknowledge the women 

workers. "The young women employed in the drapery 

department of the car works and in the glass depart

ment . . .," he wrote in the fourth article, "... are 

spoken of in the highest terms by everyone who comes in 

43 Doty, Mrs. Duane, p. 116. 
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contact with them. They are industrious, intelligent and 

exemplary in their lives and deportment."44 

The Pullman laundry was built to be a showcase of 

the model conditions of women's work in the model industrial 

town. The main workshops in Pullman were behind walls and 

were off-limits to visitors.45 The laundry was located on 

the north side of Florence Boulevard, the main street in 

Pullman that ran east from the Illinois Central depot 

through the center of town. It was a "point of interest" on 

Doty's tour. In his book The Town of Pullman. Doty writes: 

"This large laundry room on the first floor 
lights up beautifully, and the visitor cannot but 
be pleased and interested at the sight of seventy 
busy girls, all wearing white caps and white 
aprons while attending to their multifarious 
duties . . . This establishment presents a busy 
scene of industry, where the work is pleasant and 
by no means wearisome. Few operatives in any 
other branch of industry are more favorably situ
ated than those in this laundry. Spotless clean
liness prevails everywhere, and the goods, when 
handled by the girls, are sweet and clean."46 

Pullman realized that most of the women of working 

class families were expected to bring home a wage before 

they were married. Still, marriage, conscientious family 

nurturing and conspicuous housecleaning were Pullman's idea 

of women's duties in his model society. The image Doty 

44 "Enterprises at Pullman," Chicago Tribune 
(September 20, 1888), p. 2. 

45 Buder, p. 93. 

46 Doty, Mrs. Duane, pp. 131-133. 
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tried to promulgate was that young women who had to work in 

Pullman did not jeopardize themselves or their value as 

potential wives and mothers. In this regard, the Tribune's 

series on the town glowed over the working girls of Pullman. 

"As from their ranks hundreds of future wives and mothers of 

Pullman will be drawn, there are no fears for its high moral 

and industrial standing in the years to come."47 

For almost ten years, Duane Doty's talents had been 

spent articulating Pullman's vision of order for the press 

and other outside observers, but the parameters of woman's 

place in that order had been vaguely defined. Most 

importantly, she was to mother children and raise them in an 

air of middle class respectability on a working-class 

family's budget. It was acknowledged that women might need 

to work for a wage at certain points in their life cycle, 

and in the model industrial society that experience would 

not interfere with their primary maternal duties. Doty had 

fed reporters as much of Pullman's vision as he could, but 

he could not entirely control their observations or 

interpretations. 

In 1889, Doty was given the opportunity to have his 

own printed voice. On November 30, 1889, Doty published the 

first edition of the Arcade Journal. the town's only 

47 "Enterprises at Pullman," Chicago Tribune 
(September 20, 1888), p. 2. 
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newspaper. It was distributed weekly, free of charge, by 

the Arcade Mercantile Association. Consequently, almost half 

of the Journal's twelve pages were devoted to advertising.48 

The rest of the paper was Doty's tool for the dissemination 

of information in the town. 

Pullman consistently denied that he tried to guide 

the thinking of his workers. In his 1890 interview with de 

Rousiers, Pullman declared, . .1 have not tried, in the 

slightest way, to interfere in any of their decisions. 

Besides, I should not have gained my end had I forced them 

to fulfill it, for I wish to grow a reasoned-out 

conviction . . ."49 while the Arcade Journal can not be 

interpreted as an effort to interfere in the decisions of 

Pullman workers, it does represent the company's dictatorial 

position in the town. The Journal was not a forum in which 

the residents of Pullman could voice their opinions. It was 

a company oracle which, Lindsey believed, often openly 

attempted to guide the thoughts of people. "Without 

reservation, it supported all policies of George Pullman and 

published nothing that would reflect on the merits of 

paternalism."50 

48 In May, 1892, the name and format of the paper 
were changed. The Pullman Journal, which was expanded and 
cost two cents an issue, continued to function as a company 
organ until it was discontinued in 1898. 

49 de Rousiers, p. 272. 

50 Lindsey, pp. 63-64. 
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The Arcade Journal was Doty's image making efforts 

turned inward. It provided the opportunity to let Pullman 

residents know what was expected of them as a result of the 

experiment. Doty's salutory remarks in the first edition of 

the paper establish the editor's intentions: 

The Arcade Journal comes to the citizens of 
Pullman and vicinity to find or make the place in 
the lives, doings and thoughts of this young and 
rapidly growing community ... It will endeavor 
to convey entertainment and instruction, to keep 
fully abreast of new phases of the applications of 
modern science to modern industry . . . Our aim 
will be to have every citizen welcome the weekly 
visits of the Journal. and feel those visits are 
profitable to him and useful to the members of his 
household.51 

Doty wasted little time or space before laying out 

the foundations of the company's aspirations for its 

workers in the model town. A few paragraphs below the 

salutation, Doty ran three separate articles connected by 

theme. "The Marriage Relation" lamented the decline of the 

institution and proposed that ". . .a new and perhaps 

useful attitude may be gained by looking upon matrimony as 

it is in truth the only complete condition of 

humanity ..." This was followed by a titleless, 

connective piece that posed an argument in favor of women 

marrying young. Because half the human family die in 

childhood, the article stated that "... it is 

51 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 1, (November 30, 
1889). 
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physiologically necessary that all men and women must marry 

and that four children must be born to each mother." It 

concluded that, "... the human race could be effectively 

obliterated by merely having its women all marry at thirty, 

for they would not produce enough children to replenish the 

population." The third article in the column, titled 

"Technical Training," stated the case for mechanical 

education in alarming tones. "We must either train our sons 

by means of technical instruction, or import the skill that 

we need and place our sons in second class positions under 

the imported talent."52 These three articles, on page one 

of the Journal1s first edition, presented the essence of 

Pullman's family prescription. 

The Arcade Journal was not filled entirely with 

direct prescriptions that sounded like company policy 

statements. The Journal serialized fiction, reviewed 

productions held in the Arcade Theater, and presented notice 

of local items of interest. In its original format, the 

Journal contained a regular feature "For The Ladies." This 

column was a collection of snippets about women from 

national magazines and out-of-town newspapers, presumably 

gathered by Margarite Doty, Duane's wife. The column began 

to repeat itself and was discontinued after the seventh 

52 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 1, (November 30, 
1889). 
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month, being replaced by a similarly structured feature "For 

The Little Folks." Although the informative and instructive 

writings for women in those first twenty-seven issues were 

collected and edited by Margarite Doty, they can be 

interpreted as the images of womanhood that editor-in-chief 

Duane Doty hoped to disseminate throughout the town. 

The title of the women's installment varied from 

week to week, along with annotative subtitles which were an 

indication of the nature of the column. Most frequently the 

column was titled: "FOR THE LADIES: A budget of interesting 

talk relating to the tender sex; some feminine characteris

tics; Matters sober and satirical; With a spice of humor, 

prepared specially for our fair readers."53 Two of the 

seven other titles the column ran under were equally de

scriptive: "WOMEN'S PROGRESS: Things in which our fair 

readers are interested; Numerous sweet morsels, a little 

humor, a bit of nonsense and a bit of gossip about modest 

maidens and giddy girls,"54 and "THE LADIES CORNER: Men are 

not expected to read this column; Fair women and their ways. 

A bit of poetry, a little humor, and some solid chunks of 

useful information."55 

53 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 1, (November 30, 
1889). 

54 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 19, (April 5, 1890). 

55 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 22, (April 26, 1890). 
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The synthesized image of women that the company ex

tolled can be best drawn by identifying those female charac

teristics that the column satirized and those that the 

column treated soberly. It would be difficult to capsulize 

the 141 articles that appeared in the women's column. The 

subjects ranged from the adornment of fingernails to Zulu 

tribeswomen.56 But a sober or satirical tone was clear in 

each snippet. "Modest Maidens" were lauded. "Giddy girls" 

were lampooned. The column was for or against specific 

traits in women and this binary stance creates a simple 

framework for analysis. 

A curious mixture of sober and satirical tones 

surrounded the Journal1s discussion of personal beauty. The 

conspicuous upkeep of appearances, of course, was one of the 

primary duties of women in the Pullman experiment. The 

lady's column consistently mocked feminine vanity, however, 

and downplayed the importance of beauty. In a deeply 

satirical article titled "Modern Woman," a fictional wife 

who went to great lengths to improve her looks responds to 

her husband's remark that she is pretty enough by saying 

"One must be beautiful, to be merely pretty is passe."57 

The sober attack on the over-emphasis of beauty was best 

56 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 23, (May 3, 1890); 
Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 7, (January 11, 1890). 

57 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 2, (December 7, 
1889). 
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exemplified by the article "Are Beautiful Women Happiest?" 

Taken from the Ladies Home Journal, the writer claims that 

"I have known many women well, among them are a fair 

majority of what the appreciative world would call happy. 

Now are these women, blessed as many of them are with 

devoted husbands and cheerful homes, beautiful women? With 

one or two exceptions, no. In fact many of them are 

positively plain . . . Their days are spent in an atmosphere 

of peace and good will, which is far above the delirious 

admiration accorded the simply beautiful.1,58 The column 

praised women for their doings, not their appearances. 

Women's sense of self-respect, according to the Journal, 

should be derived by their homes and families. The excerpt 

"Woman, God Bless Her," after heralding the virtue of women 

as wife and mother, concludes . . beauty is an 

insignificant power when compared to her."59 

In spite of the disdain for vanity, over one-fifth 

(29) of the column's articles centered around earnest 

suggestions on how women could improve their appearances. 

These were mostly simple suggestions about care for hair or 

58 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 9, (January 25, 
1890). 

59 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 10, (February 1, 
1890). 
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complexion, or tips on fashion.60 The articles emphasized 

making the most of what you had. This was consistent with 

the overriding themes of the Pullman experiment. 

Prescriptions for beauty in these articles were tied to 

prescriptions for cleanliness. Fashion tips often focused 

on the clever and frugal uses of durable materials and "worn 

out clothes."61 The column soberly discouraged the 

conspicuous consumption of clothing and jewelry, and 

satirized fictional girls with frivolous habits.62 

Most of the Journal's prescriptions for personal 

beauty assumed no other motive than women's own desire to be 

attractive in public. A notable exception was the article, 

"Women's Dress at Breakfast," which echoed Pullman's belief 

that women's beautifying touches should be made in consider

ation of men. The article declared that women should adorn 

themselves in the morning. "One of the most disgusting 

sights is a slovenly woman at the breakfast table."63 

60 For example: "Why Women Lose Their Hair," Arcade 
Journal. Vol. 1, No. 7, (January 11, 1890); "Water Didn't 
Hurt Her Complexion," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 19, (April 
5, 1890); "Bonnets as a Means of Grace," Arcade Journal. 
Vol. 1, No. 1, (November 30, 1889). 

61 "An Economical Woman," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, 
No. 10, (February 1, 1890). 

62 "What Not to Buy," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 
11, (February 8, 1890); "Melinda's Accountbook," Arcade 
Journal. Vol. 1, No. 1, (November 30, 1889); "Girl's 
Jewelry," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 12, (February 15, 
1890); "In the Ladies Parlor," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 
7, (January 11, 1890). 

63 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 21, (April 9, 1890). 
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Women's role as caretaker of home and family was 

treated as "the acme of woman's ambition"64 in the Journal. 

Like dressing for breakfast, a woman's effort in this arena 

was designed to effect those around her. "What Is a Model 

Wife?" was one of the seven articles the column repeated in 

its six month run. "She is a woman who looks after her 

husband's household and makes her hospitality a delight to 

him and not a burden. . . She respects the rights of husband 

and children and in turn has due respect paid to 

her . . ."65 The article "Woman, God Bless Her" glowed over 

the effects of a conscientious home-maker, painting the 

portrait of domestic harmony that Pullman envisioned: 

So great is the influence of the sweet minded 
to those around her that it is almost boundless... 
The husband comes home worn out from the pressure 
of business and feeling irritable with the world 
in general, but when he enters the cozy sitting 
room and sees the blaze of bright fire and meets 
his wife's smiling face, he succumbs at that 
moment to the soothing influences which act as a 
balm of Gilead to his wounded spirits that are 
weary from combating the stern realities of 
life.66 

Women's homekeeping duties were not always presented 

poetically. Domestic work was not trivialized by the 

64 "what a Woman Can Do," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, 
No. 3, (December 14, 1889). 

65 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 12, (February 15, 
1890); Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 23, (May 3, 1890). 

66 Arcade Journal. Vol. l, No. 10, (February 1, 
1890). 
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Journal. "Working men do heavy work for ten hours out of 

every twenty-four, their wives work from 14 to 16 hours. 

Men have idle days while looking for work, their wives are 

never out of a job."67 The ladies column credited women for 

their work at home and offered suggestions on how they might 

lessen their burden or make their efforts more efficient.68 

The characteristic most consistently scorned in the 

Arcade Journal, among women and men, was idleness. "The 

Modern Woman" was satirized for her "idle busyness," the 

non-productive frivolous activities that filled ner day.69 

The model wife is one "who finds work for her hands to 

do."70 Otiosity was anathema to a model industrial society. 

The most definitive attack on idleness was in an article 

which posed the question, "What to Teach Our Daughterss 11 

The author's dead sober answer was: 

This one important fact my dear sister, that 
there is no happiness in this world for an idle 
woman. It may be with hand, it may be with brain, 
it may be with foot, but work she must, or be 
wretched forever ... It is a shame for a young 
woman belonging to a large family to be ineffi
cient when her mother and father toil their lives 

67 "Why Some Women Grow Old," Arcade Journa 1. Vol. 
1, No. 14, (March 1, 1890). 

68 "Mending Day," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 13, 
(February 22, 1890). 

69 Arcade Journal. Vol. l, No. 2, (December 7, 
1889). 

70 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 12, (February 15, 
1890). * 
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away for her support. It is a shame for a daugh
ter to be idle while her mother toils at the 
washtub ... We should teach our daughters that 
work of any kind, when necessary, is a credit and 
honor to them.71 

Doty did not want the women of Pullman to believe 

that work of any kind was demeaning. The Journal recognized 

that domestic work was hard, and assumed it to be a woman's 

acknowledged duty. The true challenge facing women came 

when they would find it necessary to take on additional 

duties. "The one battle in which women are worsted is the 

one where they are forced to become wage earners.1'72 The 

Journal's ideal woman was one who met that challenge when it 

was forced upon her. The best of many examples of this 

ideal was presented in the article admiringly titled, 

"Heroic Working Women." It presented the story of a girl 

who "bravely assumed the responsibility of caring for her 

infirmed father." The heroine rose every morning between 

four and five o'clock, made a fire, did the housework 

including the washing, prepared breakfast, and after buying 

the paper for her father and making him comfortable began 

work at the loom before seven o'clock. She worked in a silk 

factory. When the noon whistle released her, she hurried 

home to prepare dinner, stopping at the butcher's and the 

71 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 24, (May 10, 1890), 

72 "One Great Impediment,11 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, 
No. 18, (March 29, 1890). 
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grocer's along the way. She left the dishes for later 

because at one o'clock she had to be back at her loom. In 

the evenings she prepared supper and cleaned house. Her 

nights were "free," and when she was not at "a class where 

she could improve her mind . . .," she was "busy caring for 

sick and tired neighbors."73 

The Journal saluted women's ingenuity in finding 

ways to support themselves and their families when forced 

to. The column ran success stories about women who invented 

occupations that were spinoffs of their traditional domestic 

chores. "The Art of Entertaining" told of a woman of thirty 

who had for many years run the house of her father. When 

"one day she was left a penniless orphan ..." she evaluat

ed her skills and concluded that "... the only thing (she) 

knew how to do, exactly and completely, was give dinner 

parties." She ended up running a profitable catering serv

ice.74 Another article recounted the success of a woman who 

made a living making preserves, pickles and jellies.75 

Another told of a woman "professionally engaged as a duster 

of bric-a-brac." She had recognized the fact that "common 

help is undiscriminating between an ordinary piece of 

73 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 18, (March 29, 1890). 

74 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 15, (March 8, 1890). 

75 "How a Woman Earned Money," Arcade Journal. Vol. 
1, No. 18, (March 29, 1890). 
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majolica ware and a choice piece of Dresden. Here is where 

intelligence and care came into play and caused an opening 

for a lady and her charming daughters.1176 

The lady's column of the Journal also celebrated 

women's ability to earn money from inventions, all of which 

were designed to lighten the burden of domestic work. For 

instance, the article "Sewing Machine Improvement" also 

listed patents held by women on a flat iron and a combustion 

bureau and bathtub.77 An article about a woman who created 

a machine that washed dishes concluded with the statement 

that "This is what one woman can invent, let others step 

forward and invent another machine that shall do the cook

ing, another that shall sweep a room and make a bed."78 

The Journal included stories about women who had 

found means of supporting themselves which were totally 

unrelated to domestic work. One such article claimed that 

"In New Orleans, more than any other city, we have women 

engaged in occupations unusual to their sex." The story 

told of women working gainfully as marble cutters, boat 

tenders, livery stable keepers and one who was the sexton of 

76 "New Field for Women," Vol. 1, No. 1, (November 
30, 1889). 

77 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 23, (May 3, 1890). 

78 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 5, (December 28, 
1889). 
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a cemetery.79 Another article spotlighted a woman working 

as a traveling agent for a St. Louis paint company. "She 

owns a hotel in Topeka and has become financially inde

pendent through her remarkable ability in making sales."80 

There was no condemnation or astonishment in these articles. 

In fact, their tone was laudatory. The Journal was saluting 

women's progress in broadening the spectrum of opportunities 

for their wage work in other parts of the country. 

Although the Journal applauded these women's 

success, it still characterized these as cases of women 

doing men's work. In other articles, the Journal presented 

examples of occupations that women were successfully 

redefining as their own fields for wage work. "The avenues 

of employment for women are constantly increasing," claimed 

one excerpt from the Kansas Citv Star. "Already she has 

proven herself a good clerk, a good bookkeeper, good 

typewriter, and the latest is as a female bill collector." 

The article contained an interview with the employer of one 

such lady, who stated that ". . . I do not see why a lady 

should not be permitted to ask for payment of a bill if she 

can do almost everything else about the office."81 

79 "Some Women's Occupations," Arcade Journal. Vol. 
1, No. 3, (December 14, 1889). 

80 i«a pretty Young Drummer," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, 
No. 3, (December 14, 1889). 

81 "Women as Collectors," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, 
No. 3, (December 14, 1889). 
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The Journal recognized that women were making their 

place in the business office. The lady's column presented 

the job of stenographer, for instance, as being wholly 

defined as women's work. The article "Lazy Men 

Stenographers" outlines this position and gives the 

Journal's only discussion of the divergencies between men's 

and women's pay an interesting twist: 

I have heard men talk of women ruining busi
ness by undertaking to do a man's work for smaller 
pay than a man would accept. But I think women 
have a good cause to complain. . . Good female 
stenographers usually get good salaries. But now 
the school system is turning out a bunch of lazy 
young men, who chip in and work for starvation 
wages even a woman would despise. They are reduc
ing salaries, as many business men would rather 
have a sniveling young man to swear at when any
thing goes wrong than to pay a larger salary to a 
competent young woman who they would have to treat 
with respect. Men are encroaching upon women's 
work and ruining a branch of female industry.82 

Among the serious images of women's experiences that 

Doty spread through Pullman, was the image of women working 

to support themselves. Overriding the Arcade Journal's 

collection of sober stories about working women, however, 

was the assumption that women's proper place was still in 

the home. The "acme of women's ambition," according to the 

Journal, was motherhood, not a business career. Doty 

acknowledged that at certain points in a woman's life, 

depending mostly on her marital status, she may be forced to 

82 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 23, (May 3, 1890). 
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earn a wage. The consistent element in each of these 

stories was that these women were working because they had 

to. Daughters contributed to family incomes at the insis

tence of their parents. Widows and abandoned women worked 

out of desperation. "She became the bread winner when cir

cumstances have placed her burden upon her before the world 

has decided that this is a legitimate portion of some."83 

The Journal's success stories were meant to 

encourage those women who found the burden of self-support 

placed upon them. There were plenty of opportunities out 

there. Of course, there were very few of these celebrated 

opportunities in Pullman. The work that had been provided 

for women in the town had been provided for young women 

making contributions to a family income. The company wanted 

these women to stick around Pullman and eventually marry. 

The Pullman laundry and the Standard Knitting Mills were not 

places for primary bread winners. Opportunities for women's 

self-supportive wage work could be found in New Orleans, St. 

Louis, Kansas City, Chicago and elsewhere. The message 

seemed to be aimed at women left without a husband. Do not 

be afraid to strike out into the world and work. There are 

opportunities waiting to be made out there. In Pullman, as 

the town's women were well aware, there was little chance 

for them to thrive in the Journal's success story fashion. 

83 "one Great Impediment," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, 
No. 6, (January 4, 1890). 
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Maintaining the aesthetic tranquility of the home 

for a traditional family was women's prescribed role in 

Pullman's vision of an ideal industrial society. Duane 

Doty's subtle directives in the Arcade Journal attempted to 

guide the women's thoughts of themselves toward the end. 

The Journal wanted Pullman women to be industrious. It 

wanted them to toil at home, and in a factory when need be, 

for the good of the family. The external public image that 

Doty crafted for the press rarely included more than a 

cursory consideration of women. When it did, it primarily 

portrayed them in their domestic roles. The few times the 

young working women of Pullman were discussed, the main 

consideration was on how factory work would affect them as 

potential wives and mothers. They anticipated the success 

of the experiment and praised George Pullman for making 

women's housekeeping duties simpler and their lives more 

rewarding. 

The public's impression was important to Pullman. 

Not only was it a factor in the success of the experiment, 

it was to be the measure of his legacy. Doty carefully and 

successfully cultivated this image until 1894. In that year 

the Pullman Strike caused hundreds of journalists and social 

critics to focus their attentions on the town. Most of them 

were anxious to try to strip away Doty's carefully laid 

veneer. Through their efforts a new image of the town and 

its residents began to emerge. 



CHAPTER THREE 

"WOMEN'S LABOR: 

INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC WORK IN THE FACTORY TOWN" 

One of the broad focus goals of the Pullman 

experiment was to eliminate the sources of working class 

discontent. Evident dissatisfaction, even audible grumbling, 

would have reflected poorly on the progress of the 

experiment. Its detection by outside observers would have 

been carefully guarded against by the image conscious 

company. When Richard Ely visited Pullman in the autumn of 

1884, he found few people willing to talk with him openly 

about the town. Residents believed they were watched by 

Pullman "spotters" who could report their criticisms to the 

company.1 Walter Barrows, the malcontented company officer 

who agreed to talk to the economic journalist, later wrote 

Ely and reported that "heads have been chopped" in an effort 

to find the sources of his information.2 

Pullman did not initiate any actual means for 

controlling the behavior of the residents of his town. His 

1 Buder, p. 102; Ely, p. 464. 

2 Buder, p. 104. 
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capacity to control people came with his position as 

employer and landlord. The company could fire an employee 

on the spot and terminate their housing lease with ten days 

notice.3 With the threat of dismissal and eviction hanging 

over their heads, few residents wished to provoke the 

displeasure of the company by voicing their complaints to 

the press. However, there was cause for complaint. When 

three members of a worker's grievance committee were laid 

off following a meeting with company officials on May 9, 

1894, most of the Pullman workforce, recently organized into 

locals of the American Railway Union, walked off their jobs. 

The company's ire had been evoked, and instantly there was 

no longer a shortage of people willing to make their gripes 

public. 

The Pullman Strike was triggered by the company's 

efforts to economize in the wake of a nationwide recession 

precipitated by the over-expansion of the railroad industry 

in the years leading up to 1893. In July of that year, the 

railroads reportedly had a three year supply of cars in 

stock. Orders for new cars halted in their tracks and the 

number of regular employees in Pullman dropped from 4,500 to 

1,100 between July and November. Irregular shop work, 

mostly in the repair department, minimally sustained most 

3 Strike Report, pp. 531-533. (Reprint of a copy of 
the standard residential leases used in Pullman.) 
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Pullmanites. The company had organized a piece-work system 

in 1886, in which wages were paid for jobs completed rather 

than hours logged. This system facilitated the company's 

desire to keep workers employed while instituting cut-backs 

in production. As opposed to being laid off, laborers were 

given jobs when jobs were available. In this way the compa

ny's production costs were tied to demand for their product, 

rather than the need to retain employees. Throughout these 

hard times Pullman maintained his rental rates for company 

housing while reducing most workers' real incomes to 

scratch.4 

The United States Senate Commission appointed in 

October, 1894, to investigate the sources of the strike 

focused on the rent issue. The primary requests of the 

nineteen Pullman locals of the A.R.U. had been a restoration 

of the pre-May, 1893, wage level or a reduction in rents.5 

But the grievance committee also complained of abuses doled 

out by shop foremen under pressure from upper management to 

cut costs under the piece-work system. These same gripes 

surfaced before the Senate Strike Commission. The testimony 

of strikers in the commission hearings revealed certain 

aspects of shop conditions, many of which stood in sharp 

4 Buder, pp. 149-150. 

5 Strike Report. p. 417. (Testimony of Thomas 
Heathcoate.) 
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contrast to the previously controlled public image of 

factory work in the model town. Three of the eight strikers 

who testified were women. 

Thomas Heathcoate, president of the A.R.U. 

Carbuilders' Local No. 208 and Chairman of the Central 

Strike Committee, shrewdly used the particularly harsh 

plight of the working women to rally support for the Pullman 

worker's cause. On June 15, 1894, the American Railway 

Union held its first national convention in Chicago. 

Heathcoate brought fifteen delegates from Pullman, including 

Jennie Curtis, a seamstress and president of the A.R.U. 

Girl's Local No. 269. It was the first railway convention 

at which a woman was present.6 The Strike at Pullman was a 

month old when the A.R.U. convened. The main business of 

the 120,000 member union centered around the pending 

decision to boycott Pullman cars in support of striking 

Pullman workers. Frank Pollans, spokesman for the Pullman 

delegation, brought Curtis to the podium and had her speak 

on behalf of the working girls: 

6 Stead, W.T., Chicago To-Dav: The Labour War in 
America. London: "Review of Review" Office, 1894. (New 
York: Iron Press, Inc., 1969, edition), p. 179. The A.R.U. 
locals at Pullman were generally organized by trade: No. 
208, carbuilders; No. 240, woodworkers; No. 251, foundry 
workers . . . The exceptions were No. 269, the Girls' local, 
organized by gender, and No. 356, the Holland workers, 
organized by ethnicity. 
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The working girls of the Pullman car shops 
organized recently to be protected against the 
abuse and tyranny of forewomen, whose delight it 
has been to make the girls' life one of discon
tent, humbling and crushing them in spirit, forc
ing many of them to become pliant tools and de
based informers, degrading the loveliness of their 
sex, all of them the dupes of a merciless, soul
less, grasping corporation, at once devoid of all 
sense of shame and humanity, and defying the laws 
and the presence of the Creator, and encroaching 
upon the rights of those who toil, weave, and 
spin. Our work is tedious and laborious, requir
ing skill, endurance, and persistency to accom
plish the severally allotted tasks. In the name 
of justice and eternal right we appeal to this 
convention to exercise its power and relieve those 
wrongs that gnaw at the hearts of the working 
girls of Pullman.7 

According to W.T. Stead's account of the proceedings of the 

convention, as Jennie Curtis took her seat, ". . . twenty 

delegates sprang to the floor, yelling for an immediate 

boycott of all Pullman cars."8 

The numbers representing the plight of working women 

at Pullman were much more severe than those of the men. 

While many of the men had their wages cut 30 per cent during 

the recession, the women's wages were reduced 50 to 60 per 

cent. "We were cut lower than any of the men's departments 

throughout the works," Curtis stated before the Strike 

Commission. "In 1893 we were able to make 22 cents per 

hour, or $2.25 per day, in my department, and on the day of 

7 Stead, p. 183. 

8 Stead, p. 188. 
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the strike the most experienced of us could only make 80 

cents per day, and a great many of the girls could only 

average 40 to 50 cents per day."9 

From 1889 to the day of the strike Jennie Curtis had 

worked as a seamstress in the Upholstery Department. There 

were two sewing rooms at the Pullman shops; Jennie had 

worked in both of them. The largest was where the "new 

work" was done. In March, 1892, the year of peak employment 

at Pullman, 28 women made all the fabric items that went 

into Pullman cars. They sewed carpets, window and berth 

curtains, silk, stain, velvet and plush draperies. They 

made 4,000 various pieces of linen a day: sheets, pillow

slips, table cloths, towels and napkins. They bound the 

blankets, made the bunk mattresses and stitched the ornate 

tapestries for the seat backs of the parlor cars.10 Another 

eighteen girls worked in the "repair room," where the car's 

fabric items were mended.11 The girls sat ten hours a day 

at their sewing machines, performing tasks that the disgrun

tled Curtis described as "very tedious and confining.1,12 

9 Strike Report, p. 434. 

10 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of March, 1892); 
Carwardine, p. 75, (Reprint of Jennie Curtis' letter of 
specific grievances); Strike Report, p. 435, (Testimony of 
Jennie Curtis); Doty, Mrs. Duane, pp. 125-126. 

11 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of March, 1892). 

12 Carwardine, p. 77. 
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From the manager's perspective the piece-work system 

was perfectly suited for the seamstresses in the upholstery 

department. Their multifarious jobs, which ranged from 

closing one end of a pillow case to detailed tapestry work, 

were clearly of different values. An endemic gripe among 

seamstresses was the arbitrary authority of the forewoman, 

who assigned the women to their jobs and set the piece rate 

they would receive. Jennie Curtis viciously leveled 

specific accusations at her forewoman in the repair room: 

The tyrannical and abusive treatment we 
received from our forewoman made our daily cares 
so much harder to bear. She was a woman who had 
lived and sewed among us for years, one, you would 
think, who would have some compassion on us when 
she was put in a position to do so. When she was 
put over us by the superintendent as our 
forewoman, she seemed to delight in showing her 
power in hurting the girls in every possible 
way ... If she could make you do a piece for 
twenty-five cents less than the regular price, she 
would do so every time. In fact, she cut a great 
deal of work down herself . . . thinking she would 
stand in better with the company. She is getting 
$2.25 a day and she did not care how much we girls 
made, whether we made enough to live on or not, 
just so long as she could figure to save a few 
dollars for the company . . . She also had a few 
favorites in the room to whom she gave all the 
best work, that they could make the most money 
on . . . No doubt she will remain in the employ 
of the Pullman Company, as that is just the kind 
of people they want at the heads of their depart
ments - one who will help grind down their labor
ers. 13 

At the time of the strike, nineteen year old Myrtle 

Webb had been working as a seamstress in the new work room 

13 Carwardine, pp. 77-78. 
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for two years. Her testimony before the Strike Commission 

presented further evidence of arbitrary injustices by fore

women in establishing the rate of pay per piece. Myrtle 

received 10 cents for each piece of carpeting she finished 

hemming; a little over an hour required per piece. Some of 

the girls working along side of her were paid 12 or 14 cents 

for the same work. When she approached the forewoman, she 

was told that the rates were fixed according to the girls' 

ages; the older girls received 14 cents, the next got 12 

cents and Myrtle, being one of the youngest, received only 

10 cents. Myrtle protested, according to her testimony, and 

asked the forewoman why it was that certain girls in the 

room younger than she were getting 12 cents. "She (the 

forewoman) said she didn't know anything about that."14 

The girls making pillow covers in the new work room 

were paid less than any other workers at Pullman. On May 

16, 1894, the Chicago Tribune reported the lot of Annie 

Lynn, who received a mere five cents an hour for pillow slip 

piece-work. She was paid 35 cents for every hundred cases 

she sewed, seven hours being required to make one hundred. 

The Tribune questioned the company's claim that girls em

ployed at this job could make 20 cents an hour, believing 

Lynn's statement that it was physically impossible to make 

14 Strike Report. p. 459, (Testimony of Myrtle 
Webb). 
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400 cases in seven hours.15 The Tribune was unaware that 

the company often paid variable rates for the same work. 

Abuses of favoritism and nepotism were not entirely 

the result of the company's directive to economize during 

the recession. They were basic characteristics of the 

piece-work system. Naturally, it was intolerable for those 

out of favor. There is another side to favoritism, however, 

and a few girls, the favorites of the supervisors, profited 

greatly from the system. Jennie Curtis' "tyrannical" 

forewoman in the repair room was Mary Schub. In 1889, Mary 

was listed on the company payrolls as a "seamstress" in the 

new work room of the Upholstery Department. In the Hvde 

Park City Directory that same year, Mary Schub was listed as 

a "widow" living at 421 Watt Avenue - a cottage that would 

have rented for $17.00 a month. For the first half of 

April, she collected a paycheck for $25.82, one dollar and 

eight cents more than the second highest paid woman.16 The 

payrolls listed no forewoman working above her, but Mary was 

obviously a favorite of Harry Vogt, the department's 

general foreman. By December, 1892, Mary had been promoted 

to the job of forewoman of the repair room. In the two week 

pay period at this job she was paid $29.30, a meager 

15 Chicago Tribune. May 16, 1894, p. 7. 

16 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of April, 1889); 1889 
Hvde Park City Directory, p. 360. 
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increase from her previous earnings. As forewoman, however, 

she was able to assign the girls under her to specific 

tasks. It is not surprising that the highest paid 

seamstress in the repair room for the first half of 

December, 1892, was Ella Schub.17 With no other "Schub" 

listed in the City Directory, it can be assumed that Ella 

was either Mary's daughter or sister. Together, they would 

receive a gross monthly household income* of almost one 

hundred dollars. 

Nepotism raged more flagrantly in another branch of 

women's industry, the Pullman laundry. J.C. Ware, manager 

of the laundry, was paid $150.00 a month. He hired his wife 

as his "forewoman." Mrs. Ware was given a salary of $65.00, 

giving them the extraordinary monthly family income of 215 

dollars.18 This made them one of the highest paid house

holds in the town. Duane Doty, for example, only received 

one hundred dollars a month for his work.19 But the Doty 

family was also supported by more than one income and clear

ly profited from arbitrarily set pay scales. Duane1s son, 

John Doty, worked as a machinist for Ware in the laundry. 

He was paid a non-startling 25 cents an hour. In the two 

weeks immediately preceding the strike, however, John was 

17 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of December, 1892). 

18 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of May, 1894). 

19 PPCC Payrolls, (second half of May, 1894). 
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credited with an improbable 168i hours, allowing him to take 

home a $42.50 paycheck.20 

What Mrs. Ware did to earn her salary as forewoman 

is unclear. Maime Stanley, who worked in the Pullman 

laundry a few years after the strike, only remembered the 

presence of the foremen. What Mrs. Stanley remembered about 

them was their strict rule enforcement. "We were not 

allowed to talk. If they caught you talking, that floor 

walker would come up behind you and clap his hands loud in 

back of your head."21 

Before she married John Stanley, Maime Moran worked 

a year and a half in the Pullman laundry, "shaking sheets" 

for seven cents an hour. Although Maime's time was logged 

in 1899 and 1900, the machines and methods used in the 

laundry were the same as when the operation had begun eight 

years earlier. Almost all the 106 girls employed in the 

laundry in December, 1892, were working as "shakers" or 

"manglers." The canvas bags of soiled linens were unloaded 

from express trains and emptied into one of the twelve large 

hydraulic washing machines. After a twenty minute cycle, 

the solid masses of washed goods were then dumped into 

tumblers, which separated the linens. At this point, the 

20 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of May, 1894). 

21 Maime Stanley, personal interview, June 2, 1985, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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dirty and heavy loads had been handled entirely by men. 

Leaving the tumblers, tne individual pieces of linen were 

shaken, smoothed and made ready for the mangles.22 Thirty-

four women were employed to shake out the wrinkles in 

December, 1892.23 

Forty-six women worked the mangles at the end of 

1892. The mangles were devices used for drying and ironing. 

They were felt and canvas rollers with hollow steel cores. 

The rollers were heated to a temperature of 400" by piping 

steam through their steel cores. "Manglers," the women who 

worked the machines, fed the linens into the rollers and 

drew them out the other side.24 It was a potentially 

hazardous job. Maime Stanley remembered an accident that 

occurred on "the big mangle." This was a machine used for 

ironing the largest pieces of linen. It reguired six girls 

up front to feed it and two girls at the rear to pick up the 

finished goods. "One girl's hand got caught in the mangle," 

Maime recalled. "Because the rollers only moved one way, 

they had to cut it off. There was blood everywhere and the 

girls were fainting. And this boss we had then, he was so 

mean, he made us go right back to work."25 

22 Doty, Mrs. Duane, p. 130. 

23 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of December, 1892). 

24 Doty, Mrs. Duane, p. 130 

25 Maime Stanley, personal interview, June 2, 1985, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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In spite of its drawbacks, mangling was a relatively 

prized job. Manglers earned ten cents an hour. Maime never 

moved up from shaking to mangling, she felt because she 

never "got on the right side" of her foreman.26 Other 

women's jobs in the laundry also paid better than shaking 

sheets. The December, 1892, payrolls showed women working 

as folders, tiers and sewers, making from 10 to 14 cents an 

hour.27 

The "shakers" and "manglers" worked on the ground 

floor of the laundry building in the room that "lit up so 

beautifully," and was visible to strollers along Florence 

Boulevard. According to Doty1s public image, the girls in 

the laundry were better situated than any operatives in any 

other branch of industry at Pullman. Their situation could 

be publicly scrutinized and it was meant to shine as an 

example of the conditions under which women worked in the 

model town. If the laundry's windows facing the street had 

been equipped with shutters, on the day of the accident with 

the big mangle, there is no doubt those shutters would have 

been hurriedly closed. 

Within the walls of the Pullman shops, women worked 

beyond the scrutiny of visiting observers. In the center of 

26 Maime Stanley, personal interview, June 2, 1985, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

27 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of December, 1892). 
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the factory area was a free-standing building called the 

Water Tower. Supporting a huge tank of water reserved for 

fire fighting, the sturdy six story building housed the 

isolated workshops of the glass, electrical and paint 

departments. The eleven girls of the paint department who 

finished the small detachable articles from Pullman cars 

worked in the Water Tower. Women painters, their arms and 

smocks smeared with stains of shellac and varnish, would not 

have presented the pretty scene of female industry that was 

publicly associated with the model town. These women 

worked on the fifth floor of the tower.28 

The glass department's workshop was on the second 

story of the building. Here all the decorative glass that 

went into Pullman cars was embossed and beveled. Women were 

employed as embossers. Embossing, the process of embellish

ing figures or patterns on the surface of glass, was highly 

systemized in Pullman. Panes of glass were heated by steam 

to a temperature of 120°. One side of the pane was then 

covered with a sticky compound of beeswax and resins, upon 

which a thin sheet of foil was laid. The other side of the 

pane was covered with paraffin. Once the glass cooled, a 

stencil was used to mark a design on the sheet of foil. The 

women's job was to punch a tight line of holes along the 

edges of the design with sharp needles; a job that resembled 

28 Doty, p. 150. 
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stitching the outline of an embroidery pattern in cloth. 

The portions of foil outlined were then removed, revealing 

the surface of the glass in the form of the stenciled pat

tern. The pane was then dipped in a dilute acid bath which 

ate out the exposed glass top to a depth of about a 

twentieth of an inch. The foil and paraffin were then 

removed, the etched pattern was sanded and the embossed 

glass was then ready for the cars.29 

Everyone involved in the process was given the title 

of "embosser" on the payrolls. In 1892, there were twenty-

nine "embossers," twenty-one of whom were women. The eight 

men employed in the position, it can be assumed, handled the 

heating, covering, acid dipping and sanding of the glass. 

They each received a different wage or piece-rate, the 

average total of their two week paychecks in December, 1892, 

being $23.10. In the same period, the average check the 

girls received for their tedious task was $9.31.30 

No forewoman was listed as working above the girls 

in either of these shops in the Water Tower. In both the 

paint and glass departments, as they did in the laundry, 

women worked under the supervision of men. There is no 

evidence of any episodes of sexual harassment in any of 

these departments. But in an environment where favoritism 

29 Doty, p. 90. 

30 ppcc Payrolls, (first half of December, 1892). 
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played a key role in piece-rate advancement, the mere 

potential for abuses made this situation stand in clear 

contrast to the touted ideal conditions of women's labor in 

Pullman. 

Although they voiced their complaints more loudly 

and specifically than any of the other working women, the 

seamstresses' working conditions in the upholstery 

department seem to be most closely aligned with the ideals 

publicly associated with the experiment. In the sewing 

rooms, the girls worked under forewomen. Unlike their 

sisters in the paint department and the laundry, their 

conditions were relatively clean and hazard free. And the 

work the girls were doing with needle and thread could be 

seen as beneficial to them in their future roles as home-

makers. Before the cutbacks, the earning potential of the 

industrial seamstresses was relatively good. In December, 

1892, the mean average paycheck for the twenty-eight 

seamstresses in the new work room was $17.80, in a range 

between $24.58 and $10.04. Many of them were making 

considerably more than the male "day workers" employed 

elsewhere in the shops for a dollar a day. In the same 

month the mean for the eighteen women in the repair room was 

$15.41. The eleven women in the paint department averaged 

$14.10. The twenty-one female glass embossers average was 

$9.25. The average paychecks for the forty-six manglers and 

the thirty-four shakers in the laundry were $8.15 and $7.05, 
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respectively, with broad ranges in both categories depending 

on the number of hours worked.31 

Other than Myrtle Webb, whose testimony before the 

Strike Commission centered around the question of age as a 

factor in earnings, it is not possible to determine the ages 

of the women working in Pullman. The public image portrayed 

them as "girls,11 working after they graduated from school 

and before they married. Most of the women in the company's 

employ were probably over sixteen years old. Myrtle Webb 

and Maime Moran both started work about this age and neither 

indicated that girls notably younger than this were working 

with them. Equally consistent with the public image, the 

age at which Pullman women stopped working for a wage, in 

most cases, depended on when they married. Maime worked up 

until six weeks before she married John Stanley, an iron 

molder in the Pullman shops. "Nobody worked after they 

married," Maime said, reflecting the standard expectation. 

If they did, "they had married a bum."32 

Of the 214 women on the company's payrolls in 1892, 

six were listed as "Mrs." Whether they were wives, widows 

or divorcees is uncertain and their names do not represent 

31 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of December, 1892). 
The averages for the seamstresses do not include the 
paychecks of the forewomen. 

32 Maime Stanley, personal interview, June 2, 1985, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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any particular ethnic group.33 They were all manglers in 

the laundry, which may have been the only department that 

included titles of marital status on its books. Mary Schub 

was a widow, but her name on the upholstery department 

payrolls was not accompanied by the notation "Mrs." Seven 

other women working in December, 1892, were evidently eco

nomic heads of households. Three female painters, one 

embosser and three seamstresses, not including Mary Schub, 

had rent deducted from their wages.34 A few women living in 

Pullman were obviously able to work in support of them

selves. By so doing they lived outside the place in society 

prescribed for them by the company. 

As it can best be determined, few of the married 

women of Pullman worked in the company's shops. Many wives 

and mothers, however, were still able to make contributions 

to family incomes. They sold their household labor. The 

gender imbalance in the town's population continued and even 

worsened despite the company's efforts to recruit and retain 

young women by providing them jobs. The ratio of men to 

women in 1885 had been almost two to one. In 1892, the 

33 The six "Mrs." were: Mrs. L. Lougton, Mrs. 
Kittie Brown, Mrs. A. Norden, Mrs. Mary Churchill, Mrs. 
Jennie Yates and Mrs. R. Mulligan. The Hvde Park City 
Directory listed none of these women independently and 
attempts to make surname connections with listed men yielded 
no definite results. The surnames Lougton and Norden were 
not listed at all. 

34 ppcc Payrolls, (first half of December, 1892). 
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ratio was three to one.35 Retreating from his earlier 

estimation of the town's future marital status, Doty ac

knowledged in 1892 that there were "at all times from 2,500 

to 3,000 bachelors at work in Pullman."36 The presence of 

so many bachelors working full time in the shops created a 

demand in the independent service sector. Women were paid 

for their domestic work. 

There were 1,717 households in Pullman in 1892.37 

In this case the number of households is the number of units 

from which the company received rent. Two hundred sixteen 

of these households were two, three and four room apartments 

in ten large brick tenements along Fulton Street.38 The two 

room apartments rented for as little as $4 a month, while 

the three and four room units rented for $8 and $9.39 Most 

of the households in Pullman were "worker's cottages." 

These were five room, two story units costing, on the aver

age, $16 a month.40 As opposed to the tenements that 

35 The July, 1885, census counted 3,752 men, 1,945 
women and 2,906 children under the age of sixteen, (Buder, 
p. 89). In August, 1892, there were 6,202 men, 2,111 women 
and 3,389 children, (Doty, p. 34). 

36 Doty, p. 30. 

37 Doty, p. 104. 

38 Doty, p. 105. 

39 Lindsey, p. 68; Buder, p. 87. 

40 Lindsey, p. 68. Doty claimed these flats rented 
for $14 to $16, p. 105; Buder found rents for "single-family 
homes" to range between $15 and $25 a month, p. 88. 
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shared common stairways, each cottage had a separate 

entrance. On the ground floor these houses were divided 

into two spacious rooms - a living room toward the front of 

the house and £ kitchen, large enough for a family sized 

supper table, in the rear. The second story contained three 

bed chambers around a single water closet. A single family, 

particularly a young family, could get by quite nicely with 

two bedrooms. The third, they could rent to one of the many 

single men in the town. In 1892, Doty estimated that not 

less than 900 families had one or more roomers or boarders 

and Buder found 1,100 boarders in Pullman in 1894.41 

The second edition of the Arcade Journal advertised 

generally that "Board can be had in Pullman without room for 

$3.00 to $3.50 a week. And with good room for $5.00 a 

week."42 By giving up one room for $2 a week, a family 

living in a worker's cottage could have half of their rent 

to Pullman covered. Providing meals for their roomer at the 

Journal's claimed common rate, a family would be able to add 

twenty dollars to its monthly purse. During the recession 

of 1893-1894, family survival often depended on this domes

tic source of income. Reverend Carwardine told of a first-

class mechanic who earned barely enough each payday to meet 

41 Doty, p. 30; Buder, p. 78. 

42 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 2, (December 7, 
1889), p. 4. 
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the rent. "His wife, taking in boarders and roomers, was 

thus able to keep the wolf from the door."43 

The income potential provided by the rental rates 

for cottages and the going rates for room and board made the 

demand for five room houses high. In December, 1892, Mrs. 

Langston lived with her "hopelessly insane husband" and 

three small children in a Fulton Street tenement. This was 

the first month in which she received aid in the form of 

groceries and coal from the Women's Union of Pullman, the 

relief organization whose activities will be presented 

later. In the discussion of her case at the Women's Union's 

December meeting, it was revealed that Mrs. Langston only 

sought temporary help. She was planning to relieve her 

family's destitution by moving into a cottage and renting 

out rooms. Mrs. Langston was unmoved and still receiving 

aid six months later.44 

The company did not discourage the practice of 

letting rooms. But the fact of this prevalent practice 

rarely made its way into the public eye. Doty may have down 

played this aspect of town life because he did not wish to 

give critics of the experiment another leg on which to 

stand. The presence of strange men living with a family 

43 Carwardine, p. 70. 

44 "Women's Union Minutes," December 21, 1892; June 
21, 1893. 
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could be seen as a situation filled with immoral 

possibilities. The Strike Commission's report concluded 

that this situation, although necessary, was undesirable in 

that "a roomer cannot go to his room without going through 

the private rooms of the family, which breaks into the 

sanctity of the family."45 

Providing board alone for the town's bachelors was 

one way families could domestically generate additional 

income without having their privacy seriously invaded. When 

the noon whistle blew, shop employees had one hour to lunch. 

In a scene that came to be known as the "noon tide," workers 

flowed out of the factory gates to feed at kitchen tables 

around town. In some cases, groups of men that worked 

together arranged to eat together. Annie Moran, Maime 

Stanley's mother, cooked three meals a day for four men who 

worked in the fire station. Annie's brother tended the 

firemen's horses and made the initial connection for her. 

Maime could not remember how much her mother earned for this 

work, but she recalled that "it kept her busy in the kitchen 

most of the day."46 

As an economic provider, Annie Moran surely held her 

own. If Annie received only three dollars a week from each 

45 Buder, p. 78; Strike Report, p. 463. 

46 Maime Stanley, personal interview, October 14, 
1984, Chicago, Illinois. 
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of the firemen she fed, her contribution to the family 

income would have been $48 a month, only slightly less than 

the $56.82 her husband, William, brought home in December, 

1892, for his work as a painter in the car shops.47 Annie's 

economic importance to the family was compounded by her role 

as consumer. She controlled the family's purse strings. 

She was procurer of food for an income earning kitchen and 

the buyer of goods the family used. When her two eldest 

daughters later worked in the Pullman laundry, they turned 

all their money over to their mother. "It was always con

tended [sic] that we would give it to her," Maime Stanley 

remembered. "We got whatever she wanted to give us."48 

Many other women in the town supplemented their 

family incomes at home by taking in laundry. The Pullman 

laundry did not do private work. The girls employed there 

even had to wash their white work aprons at home.49 There 

were a few commercial laundries that served the community. 

The business listings in the Pullman section of the 1889 

Hyde Park Citv Directory shows two laundries in Kensington, 

just across the tracks to the west of town. Under the same 

47 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of December, 1892); 
(second half of December, 1892). 

48 Maime Stanley, personal interview, June 2, 1985, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

49 Maime Stanley, personal interview, June 2, 1985, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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categorical title, "laundries," the Directory shows three 

women at Pullman residential addresses who were enterprising 

enough to get themselves listed in the business section. 

All three of these women were listed in the residential 

sections of the Directory as being married to shop work

ers.50 There is no doubt that a few women made this work 

the source of their only income. In February, 1893, the 

Women's Union helped Mrs. Forester in Block C of the Fulton 

Street tenements. She and her two eldest children, a boy 

and a girl, "took in neighborhood laundry" to try to support 

themselves, an infirmed husband and an infant girl.51 

There is no way of knowing how much money these home 

laundries brought in. To compete with the commercial laun

dries in Kensington, the women would have had to keep their 

piece-rates low. They could probably earn more for their 

labor than the girls working for an hourly wage in the 

Pullman Laundry, but home work was irregular. It had to be 

scheduled around other domestic work and did not provide a 

regular paycheck. Furthermore, taking in laundry made a 

mess of the house, or the porch if one lived in a tenement 

block. It was disagreeable work, but it was an important 

part of what the company expected from the town's women. 

50 Hyde Park City Directory. 1889, pp. 683, 624, 
660; 662. 

51 "Women's Union Minutes," February 17, 1893. 
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The cleanliness of the family, in dress and habit, were 

women's primary prescribed responsibilities in Pullman. 

Annie Moran never took in neighborhood laundry. She 

had enough to do. At some point in the week she had to find 

time away from the kitchen to wash and mend for her own 

family. In late 1892, the Morans lived at 309 Watt - a 

standard five room cottage with hot and cold kitchen water 

and a back porch on which to hang laundry to dry. Annie was 

thirty-one. She had been married eleven years and had given 

birth to eight children. Five of those had survived and 

were then between the ages of 6 months and 9} years.52 

Nettie and Maime, the two eldest, "helped clean around the 

house," but left the laundry and cooking to their mother. 

It is easy to understand Maime's general recollection that 

"Mom was always working."53 

In many ways the Morans were the type of family that 

Pullman wanted in his town. They were productive, reproduc

tive and clean. The company encouraged families to meet the 

public image it promoted. Ely wrote of a company official 

52 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 
Census, Twelfth Census of the United States. 1900; 
Enumeration Tables. Cook County. Illinois. 39th District. 
This enumeration included two questions regarding 
children — number born and number surviving. Maime Stanley, 
personal interview, October 14, 1984, Chicago, Illinois. 
Maime related that Archie, born in 1892, was the last child 
her mother ever carried. 

53 Maime Stanley, personal interview, June 2, 1985, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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in the town who sent a note of thanks to the occupants of a 

worker's cottage "which was particularly well kept and 

ornamented with growing flowers." It is likely the official 

was Doty, who was the Town Agent at the time of Ely's visit. 

"In another case he was so well pleased with the appearance 

of a cottage that he ordered a couple of plants in pots sent 

from the greenery to the lady of the house with his 

compliments."54 

The company's plan to create an environment of 

conspicuous and competitive cleanliness centered around a 

few carefully placed models. In an 1892 interview, George 

Pullman admitted that "A set of picked families has thus 

been formed, and they have shown an example to the others, 

who have followed it."55 The model woman Pullman picked for 

his town was Lucy Fake, the librarian. A truly genteel 

woman, Mrs. Fake lived with her husband in a worker's 

cottage at 218 Morse Street. Ely glowed over the appearance 

of the house, as the conspicuously minded residents must 

have. "When the humbler young women see her home, which was 

designed for an ordinary mechanic, they often ask: 'can this 

be the same kind of house we live in? Oh! how did you make 

all these pretty things? Please tell us.' And a ready 

54 Ely, p. 462. 

55 de Rousiers, p. 271. 
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reply is always given to their appeals."56 Lucy Fake 

probably did not tell the humbler women that she ornamented 

her home on a salary of $100 a month.57 In addition to 

which she received rent from two boarders, Louise Vosburg 

and Laura White, both teachers at Pullman School.58 

The public image held that the model surroundings 

inspired residents to uplift their standards of acceptable 

appearance. Dr. DeWolf's 1884 report on the town of Pullman 

contained a section titled "Influence of the City on Its 

Inhabitants." His conclusions supported the company's 

contentions: 

There are no special requirements to induce 
change in the habits of people taking residence in 
Pullman, but it is a matter of common observation 
that insanitary* habits s6on vanish under the 
silent but powerful influence of public opinion as 
shown in the habits of neighbors. Families with 
dirty, broken furniture soon find it convenient to 
obtain furniture more in accord with their 
surroundings. Men who are accustomed to lounge on 
their front stoops, smoking pipes, and in dirty 
shirt-sleeves, soon dress and act more in 
accordance with the requirements of society. All 
this is accomplished by the silent educational 
influence of their surroundings.59 

Stanley Buder found evidence that ran contrary to 

this aspect of public opinion. The company was not always 

56 Ely, p. 462. 

57 PPCC Payrolls, (first half of March, 1885). 

58 Hvde Park City Directory. 1885, pp. 430, 432. 

59 DeWolf, p. 13. 
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patient enough to wait for the environment to inspire 

change. Buder wrote that "when it was discovered that 

families 'accustomed to filth and squalor' would not mend 

their ways, company inspectors visited to threaten fines 

unless proper care was taken."60 Under its authority as 

landlord the company could justify this action. In the 

conditions set forth in the lease, the tenants agreed to 

keep the dwellings tidy and clean, while the company 

reserved the right to enter the premises at any time for the 

purpose of inspection.61 This dimension of the company's 

governance inspired resentment in some of the town's 

residents. An 1885 editorial opinion in the New York Sun 

stated that "They secretly rebel because the Pullman Company 

continues its watch and authority over them after working 

hours."62 

Contrary to public opinion, the burden of women's 

domestic work was not lightened in the Pullman experiment. 

The pressure to meet a high standard of cleanliness far 

outweighed the company's provisions for housekeeping, such 

as garbage outlets, running water and maintenance of 

exteriors. The environment of conspicuousness the company 

60 Buder, p. 95. 

61 Strike Report, pp. 531-533. (Reprint of a copy 
of the standard residential leases used in Pullman). 

62 New York Sun. October 11, 1885. (Reprinted in 
the Chicago Herald. October 12, 1885). 
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cultivated forced some families to stretch themselves beyond 

the limits of their incomes. In 1893, the Women's Union 

helped a family that had fallen into debt buying furniture 

that was "more in accord with their surroundings." When the 

wage earning head of the household lost time at work due to 

cutbacks, the overextended family became destitute.63 

The recession, cutbacks and subsequent strike in 

1894, forced a set of conditions on the town that Doty could 

not mask. As the strike revealed work conditions in the 

shops, it revealed living conditions in the town. The real 

and wanton suffering of so many residents shattered 

Pullman's public image. The community had known better 

times and had enjoyed a generally favorable press, but after 

1893 there was nothing model or ideal associated with living 

in Pullman. Just as women's lot had been touted in the 

growing years of the experiment by Doty, and as it had been 

used by strike leaders to gain support for their cause, 

women's plight was now emphasized by outside observers in 

the experiment's decline. In August, 1894, the Chicago 

Evening Post's widely read Peter Finley Dunne set Mr. 

Doley's lucid Irish eye on Pullman, the "vale iv tears": 

63 "Women's Union Minutes," November 15, 1893. 
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But as I said, Jawn 'tis not th1 min ye mind; 
'tis th' women an' childhern. Glory be to Gawd, I 
can scarce go out f'r a walk f'r pity at seein' 
th' little wans settin' on th 1  stoops an' th 1  

women with thim lines in th' face that I seen buy 
wanst befure, an' that in our parish over beyant, 
whin th* potatoes was all kilt be th' frost an' 
th' oats rotted with th' dhrivin' rain. Go into 
wan iv th' sidde sthreets about supper time an' 
see thim, Jawn — thim women sittin' at th' 
windies, with th' babies at their breasts an' 
waitin' f'r th' ol' man to come home. Thin watch 
him as he comes up th' sthreet, with his hat over 
his eyes an' th' shoulders iv him bint like a hoop 
an' dhraggin' his feet as if he carried ball an' 
chain. Musha, but 'tis a sound to dhrive ye'er 
heart cold whin a woman sobs an' th' young wans 
cries, an' both because there's no bread in th' 
house. Betther off thim that lies in Gavin's 
crates out in Calv'ry, with th' grass over thim 
an' th' stars lookin' down on thim, quite at 
last.64 

64 Dunne, Peter Finley, "What Does He Care," Chicago 
Evening Post. August 25, 1894. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

"WOMEN'S UNION: 

PUBLIC RELIEF IN A WORKING TOWN" 

During the strike summer of 1894, the need of many 

working class families of Pullman was evident. Money these 

residents had been able to save before 1893 had been heavily 

drawn on throughout the recession. Public relief was called 

for to keep these people from starving. The Chicago press 

encouraged charity. Although generally conservative and 

aligned with the interests of capital, most newspapers in 

the city drew a distinction between recognizing the human 

needs for survival and recognizing the demands of the 

American Railway Union.1 In late August, the Tribune, along 

with several other papers, printed a neutral humanist appeal 

for help by John P. Altgeld. "We cannot now stop to inquire 

into the cause of this distress," wrote the governor. "The 

good people of this state cannot allow women and children to 

perish of hunger. I therefore call upon all humane and 

charitably disposed citizens to contribute what they can 

toward giving relief to these people."2 With or without 

1 Lindsey, p. 317; Buder, p. 170. 

2 Chicago Tribune. August 23, 1894. 
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questioning cause, thousands responded, as Buder pointed 

out, "... much in the way they would have if a community 

(had) suffered a natural catastrophe.113 

The Chicago Daily News, which pursued an editorial 

policy of impartiality in the strike, donated a store on its 

properties to serve as the city headquarters for the Pullman 

Striker's Relief Fund. The Relief Fund was organized at the 

beginning of the strike by two middle class Chicago women 

inspired by Christian charitable impulses. Mrs. Fanny 

Kavanagh, the wife of a prominent lawyer, and Mrs. Charles 

D. Bradley, the wife of a minister, gathered a group of 

women to pour over Chicago soliciting funds for the needy 

Pullman strikers.4 The money they collected went to the 

Striker's Relief Committee, headquartered in Kensington and 

staffed by striking Pullman workers. Frank Pollans chaired 

this committee and was assisted in its administration by 

two other Pullman men, J.J. Maguire and David Gladman. The 

bulk of the work of this committee, however, was carried out 

by strikers from Girl's Local 269. The seamstresses, glass 

embossers and laundresses visited families throughout the 

town to determine the case priority of those in need.5 

3 Buder, p. 172. 

4 Lindsey, p. 317; Carwardine, p. 42. 

5 Carwardine, p.41; Buder, p. 171. 
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In the case of the strike at Pullman, delegating the 

women of the A.R.U. to the job of aid distribution was not 

giving them an unimportant job. With the exception of 

isolated incidents, the strike at Pullman was conducted as a 

peaceful waiting game.6 In their dealings with the en

trenched company, which consistently refused to arbitrate, 

the men of the Central Strike Committee were not very busy 

throughout the long summer. The women of the Relief Commit

tee worked continuously. They were perhaps the busiest 

members of the striker community. The Relief Committee was 

organized on May 17, just a few days into the strike. When 

Governor Altgeld toured Pullman on August 21, he reported 

that 2,463 applications for aid had so far been made, most 

of those coming from heads of households.7 It was the job 

of Relief Committee's women job to investigate and report on 

each of these cases. 

Charitable acts on the part of sentimental spirits 

were a socially accepted and commendable activity of non-

working class women in the Gilded Age. When the need for 

relief in Pullman became obvious, it had been middle class 

Chicago women who had first heeded the call. But Pullman 

6 The violent altercations between strikers and 
militiamen associated with the Pullman Strike occurred 
elsewhere — mostly in the train yards at Grand Crossing 
and Blue Island. 

7 Chicago Tribune. May 18, 1894; August 23, 1894. 
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itself had a number of non-working class "ladies." In 

addition to the wives of company officials, there were the 

wives of clergymen, doctors and merchants. Imbued with the 

spirit of conspicuousness that permeated the town, it may 

have been surprising to some that these women did not openly 

take the lead in this charitable work. It was an activity 

that would have conferred their relatively privileged social 

standing. Their absence from the rolls of those kindly 

enough to give during the months of blatant suffering would 

have been even more surprising had the public been aware 

that these women had organized and had been successfully 

operating an aid society in the town since February, 1892. 

Pullman had always discouraged the creation of 

relief organizations in his town. The notion of public 

support ran against the grain of the experiment. The model 

industrial society was designed for industrious, self-

sustaining people. Paupers, beggars and the unemployed had 

no place in this scheme and consequently the company made no 

provisions for their security. Pullman realized that to a 

certain extent the residents of his town would be able to 

take care of their own. The 1889 Hvde Park City Directory 

listed eighteen "Secret Societies" in Pullman, a few of 
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which surely functioned as mutual aid groups.8 But it seems 

that the company hoped that those who could no longer 

support themselves would be forced to move. 

Richard Ely believed that the company's ban on 

organizations designed specifically for relief was an 

attempt to guard the town's public image. He reported that 

a proposal by several working men to create mutual insurance 

association was "frowned down by the authorities." Later, 

Ely wrote, "A lady attempted to found a permanent charitable 

organization to look after the poor and needy, but this 

likewise was discouraged, because it was feared that the 

impression might get abroad that there was pauperism in 

Pullman."9 

On the subject of pauperism, Duane Doty left 

visitors with an impression that was best exemplified in the 

complimentary series of articles the Tribune ran on the 

town in 1888: 

Everybody now at Pullman is busy. There is 
work enough for all. On this account the model 
city presents a unique appearance. It has no 

8 Hyde Park Citv Directory. 1889, p.40. The 
organizations listed were: Ancient Order of Hiberians, 
Ancient Order of United Workmen, British-American 
Association, G.A.R., I.O.F., Independent Order of Odd-
Fellows, Knights of Pythias, P.O.S. of A., Royal Arcanum, 
Royal League, Sons of St. George, National Union, O.S.C. 
Clan McDonald, Pullman Athletic Association, Pullman Band, 
Pullman Cricket Club, Pullman Orchestra, Roman Catholic 
Mutual Benevolent Association of Pullman. 

9 Ely, p. 465. 
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tramps, no street boys, no loafers. It has not 
even that picturesque appendage of nearly every 
American hamlet, the political bummer. There are 
no loungers, and the city is praiseworthy innocent 
of those greater pests than bummers or loafers, 
the dudes and mashers. This is a state of things 
without parallel anywhere in the United States. 
Everyone in Pullman who can work and wants work 
may have employment at fairly remunerative wag
es. 10 

Without mentioning the presence of the needy or poor, Doty 

created in the minds of those he talked with an image of 

industrious harmony and plenty. 

Although the town's external public image maintained 

that there was no need for organized charity, the Arcade 

Journal's internal prescription encouraged the woman of 

financial means to help her neighbors who were less fortu

nate. The Ladies' Column applauded those little acts of 

kindness that rose unselfishly from the ideal woman. In the 

article "What a Woman Can Do," the model presented is one 

who can "be brave in times of mental trouble and stand by 

and hold the hands of one who is suffering from physical 

trouble."11 Despite her other burdens, the heroine in 

"Heroic Working Women" could be found ". . . most evenings 

caring for sick and tired neighbors."12 Among the images of 

the ideal woman that Doty tried to embed in the minds of the 

10 "Enterprise at Pullman," Chicago Tribune. 
September 20, 1888, p. 2. 

11 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 3, December 14, 1889. 

12 Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, No. 18, March 29, 1890. 
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residents of Pullman, was the image of the woman always 

ready to do a kindly act when a friend or neighbor was in 

need: 

It is to her that friends come in seasons of 
sorrow and sickness for help and comfort. One 
soothing touch of her hand works wonders on the 
feverous child. A few words let fall from her 
lips in the ear of a sorrowing sister does much to 
raise the hood of grief that the bowing its victim 
down in the dust and anguish.13 

Consistent with this subtle behavioral prescription 

and the public image that what little need there was in 

Pullman was taken care of without institutionalized charity, 

Ely found an individual effort on the part of a particular 

woman sufficient to relieve whatever suffering was present 

in 1884. He wrote of meeting a "great-hearted German lady, 

the wife of a manager of the shops, whose life is spent in 

good works among the employees . . . the poor and sick (are) 

relieved in their distress by this noble Christian woman."14 

In the following six years, however, the number of families 

on the edge of need grew with the population of the town. 

Wide-spread sickness brought on by the harsh winter of 1891-

1892 caused so much hardship in the town that the charity of 

a few individuals was no longer enough to sustain the commu

nity. Despite the company's dicta against such activity, an 

13 "Woman, God Bless Her," Arcade Journal. Vol. 1, 
No. 10, February l, 1890. 

14 Ely, p. 463. 
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organized relief effort was desperately needed to meet these 

conditions. According to Mrs. Charles B. Smith, who was 

then the librarian, "It was decided by some of the ladies to 

call a meeting of the women to discuss this question and try 

to devise some method for united action on their part, 

thereby lessening the responsibility and work of the few and 

giving all an opportunity to do their share in organizing a 

center from which all could work equally."15 

On February 10, 1892, forty-one ladies met in the 

Pullman Library and expressed a desire to unite in the 

interest of charity. The women elected officers who in turn 

appointed a committee to frame the organization's by-laws. 

Deciding upon a name for their society was the only other 

business of this first meeting. After some discussion, the 

ladies decided to call themselves the Women's Union of 

Pullman. Why they chose the name "Union," a term with 

direct connotations tied to labor organization, is a matter 

of speculation. Why they did not call themselves a relief 

or mutual aid society, which in fact they were, is easy to 

understand. The image conscience company would not have 

supported the existence of a group which combined the words 

"Pullman" and "relief." 

15 "Annual Report of the Officers of the Women's 
Union of Pullman," Pullman Journal. February 25, 1893. 
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The Women's Union was a community relief 

organization. Stanley Buder's discussion of the Union 

referred to the ladies' educational and cultural activities 

in Pullman. He claimed that Union members welcomed 

newcomers to the town, guiding them through the better 

cottages in an attempt to "instruct the wives in the art of 

home decorating.1,16 The source of Buder's statements on the 

Women's Union is vague, and no such activity was made 

evident in Women's Union record books. 

As it was, George Pullman did not support the 

Women's union — not financially anyway. In his sermon 

delivered May 20, 1894, one week into the strike, Reverend 

Carwardine blasted Pullman for his stinginess. Carwardine 

asked his congregation rhetorically "... why Mr. Pullman 

when, during the hard winter just passed, the Women's Union, 

which was not called a relief committee for fear of hurting 

Mr. Pullman's feelings, approached him, did he refuse to 

contribute a dollar . . . "17 Pullman did allow the Union's 

existence, however, and was undoubtedly consulted before its 

organization. In his book on the strike, Carwardine 

identified the Women's Union's president, librarian Smith, 

as "a lady intimately related to Mr. Pullman (and) entirely 

16 Buder, p. 126. 

17 Chicago Tribune. May 21, 1894. 
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in sympathy with all his ideas . . ."18 Apparently, at 

Mrs. Smith's urging, Pullman was willing to let some form of 

public assistance operate quietly in his town, provided 

that it function self-sufficiently and only offer temporary 

aid. 

The business of the Women's Union was to distribute 

aid in the form of milk, meat, groceries, medicine and coal. 

In two cases during the first year, shoes for children were 

supplied.I9 The organization's by-laws clearly stated 

priorities to be followed in determining who would receive 

assistance. "The first work of the society will be to help 

the sick. After that, widows and the worthy poor in gener

al, so far as there are the funds to do so."20 It seems 

that these priorities were established to meet the designs 

of the company, which did not want to encourage widows to 

stay in Pullman or support families unable to support them

selves. 

Funding for the Union's work was to come from the 

community exclusively. Members of the Women's Union paid 

five cents weekly to the treasurer. They were given sub

scription books and promised to try to secure the names of 

18 Carwardine, p. 17. 

19 "Annual Report of the Officers of the Women's 
Union of Pullman," Pullman Journal. February 25, 1893. 

20 "Women's Union Minutes," December 12, 1894. 
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other Pullman residents, both women and men, who would also 

make a weekly contribution of a nickel. They were known as 

associate members. (One did not have to be an associate 

member to receive aid.) By order of the by-laws, nobody was 

allowed to give more than five cents a week, and contribu

tions from outside sources were not to be accepted.21 The 

effect of these stipulations were to limit the women's 

working funds to under $50 a month.22 Again, it would seem 

that the relief activities of the Women's Union were being 

circumscribed by their own by-laws, which fit the company's 

desire to have relief in the town be temporary and limited. 

Given the fact that Mrs. Smith was entirely in sympathy with 

Mr. Pullman's ideas, it is not unlikely that George Pullman 

was shown the proposed by-laws of the Union before the women 

were given the opportunity to adopt them. 

Not all of the ladies of the Women's Union, however, 

were as sympathetic with Pullman as Mrs. Smith apparently 

was. Harriet Sessions, the treasurer of the Union, and Miss 

Minnie Pogue, the secretary, both wrote articles that 

21 "Annual Report of the Officers of the Women's 
Union of Pullman," Pullman Journal. February 25, 1893. 

22 The treasurer's report was not always included in 
the minutes of the monthly meeting, so an exact accounting 
of the Union's funds cannot be determined. For the year 
ending February 15, 1893, they had received $593.63 from 
subscriptions. "Annual Report of the Officers of the 
Women's Union of Pullman," Pullman Journal. February 25, 
1893. 
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appeared in the Pullman Journal as part of the officer's 

first "annual report." Mrs. Sessions was the wife of the 

general manager of the shops and, as would be expected, her 

report contained nothing that would reflect poorly on the 

town or George Pullman personally. Minnie Pogue, on the 

other hand, cleverly worded a biting criticism of Pullman's 

minimal wage scales in her report. "Why is the need for 

giving so great in a community where work is so plenty? is 

a question frequently asked us," Minnie began. First she 

offered the company's stock reply, which implied that those 

in need were in such a condition because they mismanaged 

their incomes. "Perhaps because life is too 'largely made 

up of mistakes and errors,1 and we do not all do what is 

best." Then Minnie wrote, as if under her breath, "A more 

practical answer would be to be to tell the laboring man, 

earning $1.30 a day, feeding four or five mouths besides his 

own, and paying $10 a month rent, how to save enough money 

to keep a roof over his head in rainy weather when sickness 

and misfortune come."23 Rather than being sympathetic with 

George Pullman's ideas, Minnie was evidently in sympathy 

with the needy among the laboring classes. 

Minnie Pogue's class status is uncertain. She was 

not listed on the company's payrolls and no "Pogue" was ever 

23 "Annual Report of the Women's Union of Pullman," 
Pullman Journal. February 25, 1893. 
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listed in the Hvde Park Citv Directories. She was one of 

seven women among the original forty-one members of the 

Union whose class status cannot be determined.24 Of the 

other charter members, sixteen were the wives of Pullman 

employees — seven of whom were the wives of men who held 

ordinary shop jobs, while the other nine were married to men 

who were relatively highly placed within the company. With 

the exception of Mrs. Smith, who was herself a Pullman 

employee, the remaining eighteen women of the Union did not 

have a direct affiliation with . the company and were 

decidedly middle class. Three were the wives of doctors; 

four were wives of clergymen; three were wives of merchants; 

and one was the wife of a lawyer. In addition to them, 

there was the school principal's wife, four teachers, and 

one widow who was the mother of two school teachers who did 

not join.25 

Initially, the Women's Union was primarily made up 

of non-working class women. Dismissing the seven class 

undetermined women from the computation, only 21% of the 

original members of the Union could be considered to be 

24 With the exception of Mrs. Smith and the four 
teachers, the only women who can be positively identified as 
wage earners, class status would have been conferred by 
their husband's jobs. 

25 These women's names were taken from the records 
of The Women's Union of Pullman, pp. 124-125, and identified 
in the Hvde Park Citv Directory. 1892, and The Chicago Citv 
Directory. 1893. 
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from working class families. This is not meant to imply 

that the sympathies of the other 79% of the group were not 

with the working class, but it is likely that more than a 

few of these women joined the Union for the social status 

they would be able to borrow from the fact that they were 

members. Only a handful of the forty-one members were even 

very active in the organization, the average attendance at 

meetings in the first year being only nine.26 The bulk of 

the work of the Union was carried out by the nine who 

attended regularly — the three officers and the six women 

on the visiting committee. Among these nine women, working 

class sympathizers were more fully represented. Mrs. David 

Lowe, the wife of an iron roller, and Mrs. Richard Ball, the 

wife of an electrician in the Pullman shops, were both 

members of the visiting committee. They were joined by Mrs. 

George Brown, wife of the cigar shop proprietor, Moncena 

Schoonmaker, whose husband owned one of the town's meat 

markets, and Mrs. August Rapp, wife of the chief engineer of 

the Pullman shops, who was most probably the "great-hearted 

German lady" that Ely had written about. The sixth member 

of the visiting committee was Mrs. Samuel Job, whose 

husband was the superintendent of the Pullman Iron and Steel 

Company. 

26 "Annual Report of the Officers of the Women's 
Union of Pullman," Pullman Journal. February 25, 1893. 
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The regular business at a meeting of the Women's 

Union centered around the reports of the visiting committee. 

These women presented the cases of needy families in Pullman 

that had come to their attention. The body of members 

present at the meeting would then vote on each case to 

determine whether aid should be granted. Throughout the 

Union's history, no request for assistance was ever denied. 

The routine of the meetings was probably responsible for the 

low attendance. At the end of one year the Union * s member

ship had dropped to twenty. Although need was still great 

in the town, many of the non-working class members had 

evidently lost interest. A few women had moved away and one 

woman had passed away, but most of the ladies returned their 

subscription books without giving any reason.27 Among these 

women were the four clergymen's wives and the three doctor's 

wives. Only one of the shop worker's wives resigned her 

name from the membership roles. 

The meetings were so routine, with the work of the 

Union so ably handled by so few women, that regular atten

dance dropped to seven in August and September, 1893. Even 

Mrs. Smith, the president, was absent from these meetings. 

The seven members active entering the autumn of 1893 were 

Mrs. Rapp, Mrs. Ball, Mrs. Lowe, Mrs. Schoonmaker, Mrs. 

27 "Annual Report of the Women's Union of Pullman," 
Pullman Journal. February 25, 1893. 
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Brown, Minnie Pogue and Mrs. Sessions.28 Immediately prior 

to the period of the most severe distress to be known in 

Pullman, the Union had whittled itself down to a handful of 

women who cared. Subscription money was still coming in 

from members, but the work of the organization was now being 

handled by women less likely to follow the Union's by-laws, 

which were more in sympathy with the company's desires than 

with the needs of people in distress. 

In the first year of the Union's work, from 

February, 1892, to February, 1893, 34 cases of need were 

relieved.29 In the second year, ending in March, 1894, 126 

families were helped, 86 of those receiving initial aid 

between November and February.30 Of the 34 cases helped the 

first year, the cause of distress was sickness in all but 

one. The exception, Mrs. Jolly, was a widow with five 

children, the last of which was born after her husband's 

death. She received aid for six months.31 Mrs. Jolly was 

one of only five widows helped that first year, the others 

28 "Women's Union Minutes," August 17, 1893, and 
September 20, 1893. 

29 "Annual Report of the Women's Union of Pullman," 
Pullman Journal. February 25, 1893. 

30 "Women's Union Minutes," case lists, pp. 144-150. 

31 "Women's Union Minutes," May 18, 1892, and August 
17, 1892. 
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only needing assistance when illness struck the home.32 

Breaking from the parameters of the by-laws in the second 

year, the primary cause of distress among the 126 families 

helped was not illness, but lack of work. Women's names 

were listed as the heads of 49 of the households receiving 

aid. Whether they were married, abandoned or widowed is 

uncertain. For this period, the information contained on 

the case list of the Union's record book is scanty. At the 

January, 1894, meeting, for example 30 new cases were 

reported, 19 of those by Mrs. Rapp alone. In what was 

doubtless a busy session, the secretary, Minnie Pogue, did 

not write the names of 14 of the new recipients. She only 

recorded case numbers and addresses.33 

The aid given in most cases during the winter of 

'93-'94 was in the form of groceries and coal. With many 

Pullman residents hard pressed to meet the rent, it seems 

unlikely that they would have been able to cough up 20 

cents a month for the Women's Union. During this period it 

is obvious that the ladies did not let limited funds limit 

their activities, a stipulation set forth in the by-laws. 

Groceries were probably purchased on credit. Moncena 

Schoonmaker of the visiting committee was married to a local 

32 "Women's Union Minutes," case lists, p. 142. 

33 "Women's Union Minutes," January 19, 1892; case 
lists, p. 48. 
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food merchant. It is likely that Schoonmaker's Meat Market 

was one ready supplier of food for the needy. 

The last meeting of the Women's Union before the 

strike was held on March 21, 1894. Again, Mrs. Smith was 

absent, and only Mrs. Rapp, Mrs. Ball, Mrs. Lowe, Mrs. 

Brown, Mrs. Schoonmaker and Minnie Pogue were in attendance. 

The meeting adjourned with the usual promise to meet the 

following month.34 The next entry on the following page of 

the Women's Union record book, consists of the minutes of a 

re-organizational meeting called by Mrs. Smith on December 

12, 1894. With the strike approaching and tensions building 

in the town, the Women's Union evidently suspensed its 

activities. The nine ladies who were present at the 

December meeting, "after considerable discussion," decided 

once again to "take up the good work of the Union."35 When 

they met the following week, eight women including Mrs. 

Smith were present. One of the first orders of business was 

to fill "vacancies in the visiting committee (which) had 

been made by the removal from Pullman of Mrs. Ball, Mrs. 

Lowe and Mrs. Schoonmaker." The women were also forced to 

elect a new secretary. In the words of Annie Taft, the wife 

of a lawyer in town and Women's Union secretary pro-tem, 

34 "Women's Union Minutes," March 21, 1894. 

35 "Women's Union Minutes," December 12, 1894. 
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"Miss Pogue had also moved from town during the summer."36 

The Women's Union of Pullman, like almost every 

other institution in the community, had been originally 

constituted to further the interest of the company. George 

Pullman had allowed the Union to distribute aid on a limited 

basis, which would have worked to enhance social 

stability — a goal of the company — without diluting the 

external public opinion of the self sufficient, industrious 

nature of the town. After a year of quiet service and 

membership attrition, however, a handful of women who 

comprised the group's working component steered the Union's 

activities toward their own benevolent ends. During the 

winter preceding the strike of 1894, these women had kept 

many widows and poor laborers from starvation. The company 

would have preferred to see these people move out of town, 

making room for new working class residents situationally 

better fit to survive. Ultimately, most of these charity 

cases did move from town, along with most of the women who 

had supported them. With the notable exception of Mrs. 

August Rapp, the four most active women in the Union had 

left Pullman by the end of 1894. 

There is no evidence that these four women or any of 

the other ladies of the Women's Union worked openly on 

behalf of the Striker's Relief Committee. The only 

36 "Women's Union Minutes," December 19, 1894. 
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indication of cross class cooperation among women in the 

town is the "removal11 of these four ladies. Because none of 

them worked in the shops, they could not have been members 

of the A.R.U. and would not have been allowed to function in 

any official capacity with the Striker's Relief Committee. 

They could have been advisers, however, and the similarity 

in methods between the visiting committee of the Women's 

Union and the women's activity in the Relief Committee could 

be a reflection of their presence. The records are 

inconclusive and the conditions of their departure from the 

community are undeterminable. But their absence from the 

town after the dust from the strike had settled seems to 

indicate that these non-working class women had thrown 

themselves in with the lot of the blacklisted strikers. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

Although the Pullman Company did not divest itself 

of the residential properties in the town until after the 

turn ..of the century, the strike effectively brought an end 

to the community experiment. From the standpoint of public 

opinion, the results were in. The model town was condemned. 

The strike, the disastrous consequence of the experiment, 

forced social reformers to look elsewhere for a solution to 

the problems of labor. In his book Satellite Cities, social 

gospel advocate Graham Taylor judged Pullman's scheme an 

"unsatisfactory . . . domination of community interest . . . 

by industrial authority."1 Historian Almont Lindsey 

concluded that "The strike served to emphasize the 

commercial basis of the town, to expose Pullman's lack of 

genuine interest in the welfare of labor, and to magnify the 

inherent weaknesses of the Pullman experiment."2 

George Pullman's stated goal at the onset of the 

experiment had been to create a regenerating community 

1 Taylor, Graham R., Satellite Cities. (New York: 
Appleton and Co., 1915), pp. 37-38. 

2 Lindsey, p. 341. 
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characterized by social harmony and industrial order. 

Women's role in the original scheme centered almost entirely 

around the home. This was not a minor role. Pullman 

believed that domestic tranquility was the basis of working 

class content. In Pullman's vision of industrial order 

women were to maintain their homes as cheerful oases of calm 

that would pacify and rejuvenate men harried by the rigors 

of the workplace. Women were to bear and nurture children 

in this environment, instilling in them values of industry, 

frugality and cleanliness. Pullman believed that homes and 

families cultivated toward this tranquil ideal would be 

irresistible alternatives to the refuges of vice that often 

lured working men at the end of the day. The commercial 

basis of these outwardly benevolent goals lay beneath the 

surface on several levels. A family orientation on the part 

of the men — the product of women's successful domestic 

administration — would keep men out of places like saloons, 

which not only threatened standards of workmanship but also 

served as sources of worker community and organization. In 

this way Pullman hoped to use the privatized nuclear family 

as a part of a strategy for class control. 

Pullman's early ideas about women's place in 

industrial society were surrounded with middle class values. 

In his original scheme, Pullman did not intend for women to 

work as wage earners at all, and made few provisions for 

female employment. The only quality that distinguished 
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Pullman's early ideas about women from the contemporary 

middle class ideology was his emphasis on ceaseless industry 

within the home. He recognized that very few families in 

his community would be able to hire domestic help and that 

if the town's high standards of aestheticism and cleanliness 

were to be met in the workers' cottages, women would have to 

be accustomed to vigorous housekeeping. 

Later, Pullman further distanced himself from the 

middle class canons which stated that women should not work 

for a wage. In an effort to enhance the transgenerational 

stability of the community, Pullman attempted to ameliorate 

a gender imbalance in the population by introducing to the 

town additional opportunities for female work outside the 

home. This did not reflect a change in Pullman's ideologies 

as much as it represented Pullman's realization that working 

class families depended upon the economic contributions of 

as many members as possible. If Pullman hoped to keep young 

women in the town long enough for them to court and marry 

his young workmen, he would have to offer them jobs. 

Despite his efforts, the gender imbalance grew. The 

172 new female jobs Pullman created between 1885 and 1892 

were not enough to close the gap on the men. In the same 

period the number of shop jobs for the male workforce 

increased by over six hundred. Pullman probably feminized 

as much of the work force as he possibly could. He could 

have provided more jobs for women by luring additional 

«5, 
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outside female industries to the town, as he had when he 

convinced the owners of the Standard Knitting Mills to 

locate in Pullman. But such a policy would have diluted the 

nearly absolute authority over workers that Pullman enjoyed 

in his town. 

The preponderance of single transient workmen in the 

community did, however, provide economic opportunities for a 

segment of Pullman women. Wives and mothers, though 

burdened with the chores of keeping their own homes, were 

still able to sell their domestic labors, particularly 

cooking and laundering, thus making a contribution to their 

family's income. In this way the presence of bachelors 

actually worked to insure the stability of the families in 

Pullman. And it was the child bearing families that Pullman 

really wanted to see settle permanently in the town. 

Another example of a female contribution to 

community stability was the activity of the Women's Union of 

Pullman. By relieving the town's cases of severe 

destitution, the women of the Union eliminated high profile 

sources of neighborhood disgruntlement which could have 

become the rallying points for organized community 

discontent. George Pullman reluctantly tolerated these 

relief activities and only if they were carried out on a 

limited scale. What he believed was the negative public 

image associated with the existence of an organization such 

as the Union, apparently concerned Pullman more than the 
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stabilizing effect the group's activities had on the 

community. 

The reigning historical evaluation of George Pullman 

rests on the belief that he was an intransient businessman 

whose stubbornness was his critical flaw. His refusal to 

arbitrate the issues of wages and rents with local strikers 

in 1894 is seen as the source of the nationwide Pullman 

boycott, one of the bloodiest episodes in the history of the 

struggle between capital and labor. Pullman was absolutely 

unwilling to concede to the demands of strikers made 

necessary by economic conditions. In his policies regarding 

women, however, there is evidence that Pullman was willing 

to modify his positions. Pullman's original prescriptions 

for women resembled middle class ideologies and were 

probably a reflection of his personal family experiences.3 

His prescriptions for women changed, however, as a response 

to his recognition of the economic necessities of working 

class families. Pullman's retreat from his early insistence 

that no systems of public relief be instituted in the town, 

can also be seen as a reaction to the recognition of 

economic needs in the community. 

3 Miller, Florence Lowden, "George M. Pullman, 
Domestic Portrait from Letters and Diaries," Chicago 
History. Vol. I, (Spring, 1971), pp. 146, 148. Pullman was 
very protective of the women in his family and provided them 
material comfort. As revealed in letters, his wife had 
complete household authority. 
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The willingness to expand the spheres of female 

activity could have served Pullman well in his efforts to 

create community stability — but for whatever reason, he 

chose not to. It is conceivable that with additional job 

opportunities for women in diversified industries, a further 

modified prescription that expanded the perceived 

acceptability of feminine wage work, and token financial and 

ideological support for the Women's Union's relief 

activities, locally the effects of the recession of 1893-

1894 might have been alleviated. Contemporaries and 

historians might then have measured the success of the 

Pullman town experiment differently. 
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